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We Need To Talk
The Law Students’ Society of Ontario (LSSO) is an advocacy body that speaks for
Ontario’s common law students (or Juris Doctor candidates). Our membership
consists of representatives from the student governing bodies of all seven Ontario law
schools. From west to east, that’s Lakehead University, the University of Windsor,
Western University, Osgoode Hall Law School (York University), the University of
Toronto, Queen’s University, and the University of Ottawa.
One of the most pressing issues in legal education and access to justice is the cost of
pursuing a law degree and the impact this has on who can afford to go to law school,
who can get through it, and what work they can afford to do once they graduate.
This year, tuition for 1 year of law school at the University of Toronto was more than
$30,000, with others closely following. Governments have promised substantial
investments in the justice system, but no support for its future advocates. Their
student loan limits have remained stagnant. And, for its part, the Law Society of Upper
Canada (LSUC) instituted changes to the licensing process that have more than
doubled its cost for new graduates, prolonging the climb out of debt.
The 2014 Survey of Ontario Law Students’ Tuition, Debt, and Financial Aid
Experiences was conceived as a means to start a conversation about the real impact
the economics of legal education are having on pocketbooks, classroom diversity,
mental health, career outcomes, and the public interest itself.
Voluntary, anonymous survey responses were collected online over a 2 week period
in February 2014 from students at 5 of the Ontario law schools (Windsor, Western,
Toronto, Osgoode, and Ottawa). Participation was incentivized with a small prize to
counteract self-selection bias and achieve as representative a sample as our
resources allowed.
Law students are the legal education conversation and the future of the profession.
We hope that the following pages will contribute to this important discussion.
Sincerely,
Douglas Judson
President

Allison Medjuck
Vice President (Internal)

Chantel Morrison
Vice President (External)

JD/MBA Candidate
Osgoode Hall Law School

JD Candidate
Queen’s University

JD Candidate
University of Windsor

Highlights
Our survey generated 941 responses, distributed relatively evenly between male and female participants.
The number of responses was similar across all 5 law schools. Our primary findings include these points:
Law school representativeness is on par with the Canadian population in many traditional or visible
diversity dimensions, but lags in more complex respects.






Law schools appear to reflect most visible minorities’ representation in the Canadian population.
However, the proportion of some groups at law schools (such as South Asian and Chinese students)
outstrips their percentage of the population. Aggregate visible minority representation is 8.5% higher at
law schools than in the general population (27.6% to 19.1%).
Students from other types of communities are under-represented. For instance, the percentage of law
students that are Aboriginal or that are from rural Canada are around half these groups’ proportions of
the Canadian public (4.2% to 2.4% and 18.9% to 10.4%, respectively).
The majority of students at all 5 schools felt that the cost of legal education kept their classrooms from
properly reflecting Canadian society. However, 65.3% of students felt a sense of social and academic
belonging among their peers.

Debt from previous studies may be preventing some students from enrolling in law school to begin
with, while a large portion anticipate graduating debt-free.





61% of those entering law school do so with no prior debt. However, other sources indicate that as few
as 40% of law students complete undergraduate degrees debt-free. It is possible that many students are
held back by their prior debt.
The average debt of those that had prior debt was approximately $26,600—most of this owed to
government student loans.
Around 30% of law students expect to graduate law school with $0 owing to governments or banks—
suggesting that a sizable portion fund their entire education by other means or with the support of family.

Law students are dependent on the availability of private debt to pay for law school—and their debt
burdens grow dramatically over the length of law school programs.






In first year, students with debt owed an average of $35,358 (after paying both their fall and winter
tuition). This increased to $53,876 for second-year students and $71,444 for third-year students.
To fund their legal education, 70.1% of those surveyed indicated that they attempted to secure a line of
credit with a financial institution. About 5.7% were unsuccessful. Most students borrowed from
Scotiabank (though RBC was in much wider use at Osgoode).
Government loan limits appear to be quickly exhausted by law student borrowers. Bank loans account
for the largest portion of student debt, particularly in later years of study and at higher total debt levels.
At graduation, over one-third of students expected to have more than $50,000 in debt owing to financial
institutions, while over half expected to have over $20,000 in outstanding government student loans.

First-generation students experience heightened barriers to legal education.




81.8% of those surveyed indicated that at least one of their parents has a post-secondary credential
(59.6% indicated that both had a credential). Over 43% have a parent with at least a masters degree, a
professional degree, or a doctorate degree.
Students whose parents have completed more advanced credentials tended to have lower average debt
levels and their debt balances fell within a smaller range than their peers. First generation students carry
up to $25,000 more debt than their peers by the third year of the program.

Students indicate that mental health, stress, and academic success are all impacted by their debt
burden and financial constraints, and that their career objectives have been skewed by the cost of
legal education. In open comments, many students expressed views that the profession was elitist or
hypocritical on issues of access to justice or legal education.
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PART ONE:

Who Are We?
A Profile of Ontario’s Law Students

Overview
The face of higher education has changed dramatically since the early years at some
of Canada’s historic post-secondary institutions. The photos of graduates that line our
hallowed halls capture the year-over-year demographic shift with striking clarity.
But, as we know, institutions can change slower than the world around them. The
same has been true for our storied professions and their training centres. For this
reason, it was important for our survey to measure and compare the composition of
our classrooms to the Canadian public.
The 941 responses we received were relatively evenly split across all 5 participating
law schools, and were split roughly 50/50 men to women. Notably:
■ 27.6% of participants identified as a member of a visible minority (compared to 19.1%
for the Canadian population – and the proportion of most visible minorities exceeds
the proportion in the general population);
■ 8.9% of participants identified as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or queer
(LGBTQ); and
■ 16.5% of participants indicated that neither of their parents had completed a postsecondary credential (these are first generation students).

The data we collected suggests that the continuing reality is that some groups (for
example, people of certain backgrounds or from certain communities) continue to be
under-represented in Ontario’s law schools. Specifically:
■ Students from rural Canada were under-represented (10.4% versus 18.9% for the
Canadian population);

■ Students whose parents’ highest level of education was less than a university degree
were under-represented (by almost 3-to-1);

■ The Canadian population has almost twice the proportion of Aboriginal students as
our sample (i.e., 4.2% in Canada versus 2.4% in law schools).

Some schools also appeared to draw more students from certain groups than others.
For instance, students at the University of Toronto were about twice as likely to have
a parent with a professional degree (i.e., like a JD or MD), while Osgoode had almost
double the proportion of mature students (23.6%) of other schools.
Impressive as today’s cosmopolitan varsity may appear, we also know that skin-deep
diversity is not analogous to true representativeness. The intersectionality of these
characteristics playing an important role in modern conceptions of diversity and
disadvantage. Some of these distinctions play out in the following pages.
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Basic Profile
Participants by Law School
Our survey generated 941 responses. Though promotion of the survey was standardized across schools,
the 2 law schools with the highest tuition (Osgoode and Toronto) generated the most responses. The
University of Ottawa has the largest enrolment.

Ottawa

177

Osgoode

203

Toronto

233

Western

165

Windsor

163
Figure 1-1: Law School (Q23)

Gender Distribution
The gender balance of our respondents was fairly even across all 5 schools. A small minority of
respondents identified as Trans or Other, or selected “Prefer not to disclose”.

250
200
150
100
50
0
Windsor
Man

Western
Woman

Toronto
Trans

Other

Osgoode

Pref er not to disclose

Figure 1-2: Gender (Q3), Law School (Q23)
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Ottawa

Age Distribution
Over half of the responses came from students between the ages of 23 and 25. This suggests that the
bulk of our participants entered law school immediately or shortly after their undergraduate degrees.
495
227
89

76
20-22

23-25

26-28

29-31

27

27

32-34

35+

Figure 1-3: Age (Q2)

Visible Minority Representation
The Employment Equity Act defines visible minorities as persons, other than Aboriginal peoples, who are
non-Caucasian in race or non-white in colour. According to our data, Chinese and South Asian minorities
were much more strongly represented in law schools than in the Canadian population, while the statistics
for other groups lined up more evenly with the wider population.
69.5%

80.9%
27.6%
2.9%

Not a visible minority

Prefer not to disclose

Law Schools
19.1%

Canada

Visible minority

9.5%
6.0%

4.8%

4.0%

2.7%

2.9%
0.6%

South Asian

1.4%

0.9%

Southeast Asian

Chinese

0.3%

0.6%

West Asian

Black

1.1%

0.5%

Korean

1.9%

Filipino

0.2%

0.3%

Japanese

0.6%

1.2%

Latin American

1.8%

1.3%

1.2%

Arab
2.2%

0.3%

Multiple visible
minorities

0.5%
Visible minority not
included elsewhere

Figure 1-4: Visible Minority (Q8); comparative data was drawn from the 2011 National Household Survey.
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Dimensions of Diversity
Ability
Statistics Canada defines a disability as
an activity limitation or participation
restriction associated with a physical or
mental condition or health problem.
Out of 941 responses, 44 students
reported that they had a disability and 28
selected “Prefer not to disclose”.

92.3%

Do you have a disability?

No

4.7%

3.0%

Yes

Prefer not to
disclose

Figure 1-5: Disability Self-Identification (Q12)

Sexual Orientation
84 students identified as lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, or queer
(LGBTQ), while 25 selected “Prefer not
to disclose”.
A 2012 Forum Research survey reported
that 5% of Canadians identify as
LGBTQ.1

Do you identify as LGBTQ?
88.4%

No

8.9%

2.7%

Yes

Prefer not to
disclose

Figure 1-6: Sexual Orientation (Q13)

Mature Students
Mature students were asked to selfidentify—no definition or criteria was
provided to survey participants. In result,
152 students identified as mature
students, while 11 selected “Prefer not to
disclose”.
Osgoode had the highest proportion of
mature students responding to the
survey, at 23.6%. The other 4 schools
were comparable to one another, at an
average of 14.1%.

Do you self-identify as a mature student?
82.7%
16.2%

No

Yes

1.2%
Prefer not to
disclose

Figure 1-7: Mature Student (Q14)

[1] Kathryn Blaze Carlson, “The true north LGBT: new poll reveals landscape of gay Canada”, National Post, 6 July 2012, available at
<http://news.nationalpost.com/2012/07/06/the-true-north-lgbt-new-poll-reveals-landscape-of-gay-canada/>
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Students from Rural Canada
Statistics Canada defines rural Canada
as those areas outside urban centres
with a population of at least 10,000
people. As a guideline, we indicated that
often (but not always), the second digit of
a rural postal code will be zero.
Out of 941 responses, 98 students
reported that they were from rural
Canada and 5 selected “Prefer not to
disclose”.

Are you from rural Canada?
89.1%

10.4%
No

Yes

0.5%
Prefer not to
disclose

Figure 1-8: Rural Canada (Q15)

The University of Toronto has the lowest proportion of rural students (7.3%), while the University of Ottawa
had the highest (14.7%). The other 3 schools were similar, at around 10%. In 2011, Statistics Canada
reported that the number of Canadians living in rural areas was 18.9%. 1

Students from Northern or Remote Communities
As a guideline, we directed respondents
to the list of the Canada Revenue
Agency’s prescribed northern and
intermediate northern zones.2
Only 12 students indicated that they
were from northern or remote
communities, while 2 indicated that they
“Prefer not to disclose”. All of these
students were studying at Windsor,
Osgoode, and Ottawa.

Are you from a northern/remote community?
98.5%

No

1.3%

0.2%

Yes

Prefer not to
disclose

Figure 1-9: Northern/Remote Canada (Q16)

[1] Statistics Canada, “Canada’s rural population since 1851”, Census in Brief, 2011, available at
<http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2011/as-sa/98-310-x/98-310-x2011003_2-eng.pdf>
[2] See the Canada Revenue Agency’s list of Prescribed Northern and Intermediate Northern Zones, available at
<http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/tx/ndvdls/tpcs/ncm-tx/rtrn/cmpltng/ddctns/lns248-260/255/zns-eng.html>
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First Generation Students
Parents with a Post-Secondary Credential
Whether an individual’s parents pursued a post-secondary education can be a determinant of how likely
they, themselves, are to access college or university—and persist through to graduation if they do. This
tendency has financial, social, and cultural underpinnings. First generation students may experience
heightened barriers to more advanced levels of study or more competitive programs. In 2012, 53.6% of
Canadians aged 15 and over had a post-secondary credential.1
We asked survey participants whether either of their parents had completed a post-secondary credential
(i.e., a college diploma or university degree). Almost 81.8% of our respondents indicated that at least one
of their parents had a post-secondary degree or diploma:
59.6%
16.5%

22.2%

Neither
parent

Just 1
parent

Both
parents

0.1%

0.4%

1.2%

Other

Prefer not
to disclose

I don't
know

Figure 1-10: Parents with a Post-Secondary Credential (Q17)

From school to school, the proportion of students with at least 1 parent with a post-secondary credential
ranged from 76.3% (Ottawa) to 88.0% (University of Toronto):

25.2%

21.8%

Windsor

67.8%

63.0%

52.8%

24.1%

20.2%

Western

Toronto
Just 1 parent

56.2%

55.9%
20.3%

Osgoode

Ottawa

Both parents

Figure 1-11: Parents with a Post-Secondary Credential (Q17), Law School (Q23)

It was more likely among some groups for neither parent to have a post-secondary credential:
52.2%
27.6%

16.5%
All responses

Aboriginal
identity

33.3%

Rural Canada Northern or
remote
community

28.9%

Mature
student

Figure 1-12: Aboriginal Self-Identification (Q9), Mature Student (Q14), Rural Canada (Q15),
Northern/Remote Community (Q16), Parents with a Post-Secondary Credential (Q17)
[1] See Employment and Social Development Canada’s measures of wellbeing in Canada (educational attainment), available at
<http://www4.hrsdc.gc.ca/.3ndic.1t.4r@-eng.jsp?iid=29>
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Highest Level of Education Completed by Either Parent
We asked those students who indicated anything other than “Prefer not to disclose” or “I don’t know” to the
question of whether their parents had obtained a post-secondary credential (Figure 1-10) to indicate the
highest level of education completed by either parent. There were 926 responses that met this criteria.
1.8%

Less than a high school diploma

11.8%

A high school diploma
A private career college diploma

0.6%
11.9%

A college diploma or degree

2.4%

A trade school certification

27.9%

A university bachelors or undergraduate degree

13.0%

A masters degree (i.e., MA, MSc)

21.1%

A professional degree (i.e., JD, MD, MBA)

9.0%

A doctorate degree (i.e., PhD)
Prefer not to disclose

0.2%

I don't know

0.2%

Other

0.2%

Figure 1-13: Highest Level of Parent Education (Q18)

The distribution of education levels of students’ parents were roughly similar across all 5 schools.
However, there is variation at higher parental education levels. Students at the most expensive school (the
University of Toronto) were twice as likely as others to have a parent holding a professional degree.
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
A university bachelors or
undergraduate degree
Windsor

A professional degree (i.e., JD, A doctorate degree (i.e., PhD)
MD, MBA)
Western

Toronto

Osgoode

Ottawa

Figure 1-14: Highest Level of Parent Education (Q18), Law School (Q23)
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Aboriginal Representation
Aboriginal Identity, Status Indians, and Band Membership
The term Aboriginal identity refers to whether the person reported being an Aboriginal person—that is,
First Nations (North American Indian), Métis, or Inuk (Inuit) and/or being a Registered or Treaty Indian.
Aboriginal peoples of Canada are defined in the Constitution Act, 1982, section 35(2) as including the
Indian, Inuit, and Métis peoples of Canada.
Registered Indians are persons who are registered under the Indian Act. Treaty Indians are persons who
belong to a First Nation or Indian band that signed a treaty with the Crown. Registered or Treaty Indians
are sometimes also called Status Indians.
An Indian band is defined as a body of Indians for whose collective use and benefit lands have been set
apart or money is held by the Crown, or who have been declared to be a band for the purpose of
the Indian Act. Many Indian bands have elected to call themselves a First Nation and have changed their
band name to reflect this. With the 1985 amendment to the Indian Act (Bill C-31), many Indian bands
exercised the right to establish their own membership code, whereby it was not always necessary for a
band member to be a Registered Indian.
We use these terms throughout this document in order to be consistent with Statistics Canada. Our data
suggests that while the participating law schools had strong representation of some minorities (such as
visible minorities), they were under-representative of Aboriginal students.
Law Schools

Canada

Aboriginal Self-Identification
No, not an Aboriginal person
Yes,
First Nations (North American Indian)
Métis
Inuk (Inuit)
Prefer not to disclose
I don't know

95.0%
2.4%
1.4%
0.7%
0.3%
1.4%
1.2%

95.8%
4.2%
2.6%
1.4%
0.2%

97.8%
1.2%
1.0%
0.1%

98.0%
2.0%

97.6%
1.3%
1.1%
0.1%

97.9%
2.1%

Status Indian Identification
No
Yes, Status Indian (Registered or Treaty)
Prefer not to disclose
I don't know
Member of First Nation/Indian Band
No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose
I don't know

Table 1-1: Aboriginal Self-Identification (Q9), Status Indian Identification (Q10), Member of First Nation/Indian Band (Q11);
comparative data and term definitions were drawn from the 2011 National Household Survey.
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Families & Living Arrangements
Dependents, Living Arrangements, & Marital Status
Living arrangements and family commitments influence the availability of time and resources to pursue a
legal education. For this reason, dependents, marital status, and living arrangements were an important
variable in our survey. Of the 941 responses, almost 95% indicated that they had no dependents:

Do you have children or other dependents?
94.5%

No

4.9%

0.6%

Yes

Prefer not to disclose

Figure 1-15: Dependents (Q19)

Only 15.6% of the participants were married or in a common law relationship:

What is your marital status?

81.8%

7.3%
Never married Common law
relationship

8.3%

1.0%

0.2%

1.4%

Married

Divorced or
separated

Widowed

Prefer not to
disclose

Figure 1-16: Marital Status (Q21)

The majority of students indicated that they rented an apartment or university dorm:

Describe your living arrangements.
72.1%
11.7%

8.4%

I live rent-free
with family or
friends

I live in a
university
residence

I live offcampus in a
rented
apartment or
other rented
dwelling

5.5%

1.6%

0.7%

I live offcampus in a
home I own

Other

Prefer not to
disclose

Figure 1-17: Residence Type (Q20)

The University of Toronto and Osgoode, located in the largest city, had the highest proportions of students
living rent-free with family.
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PART TWO:

Alma Matters
Our Law School Programs & Pathways

Overview
The enablers and deterrents to pursuing a law degree are crystallized long before a
student applies to law school. For our purposes, it was important that our sample be
representative of the 5 participating schools, their various programs of study, and
pathways students took to join them.
The response rate we received at each of the 5 schools was comparable, as was the
participation rate of students in each of the 3 years of study in law school programs.
Expectedly, the majority of students were enrolled in standard JD programs.
Moreover:
■ 85.5% of students entered law school with 4-6 years of previous post-secondary
education;

■ A strong majority of law students study arts, humanities, or social sciences before
attending law school (perhaps traditional precursors to legal education);

■ 95.3% of students had completed an undergraduate degree; and
■ 19.7% of the students with undergraduate degrees had also completed a graduate
degree.

We also wanted to learn more about what motivated students to attend certain
schools and how cost and finances factored into those decisions, if it did at all. What
we learned was that:
■ For about 40% of students from each school, tuition cost had an impact on their
choice of law school. This was particularly so for students whose parents did not have
a post-secondary credential and for students from northern or remote communities.
■ Students at Osgoode and the University of Toronto (the two most expensive schools)
were most likely to indicate that they would choose a different law school today given
present financial considerations.
■ About one-fifth of those that said tuition cost did not influence their choice of law
school indicated that they would choose a different law school today.

Deciding which law school to attend is a daunting task for many students. It is
important that governments, law school administrators, and regulators be alive to the
limits their decisions impose on these choices and act to reduce barriers to legal
education.
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Law School Programs
Program of Study
Our respondents were primarily enrolled in JD programs:
84.8%

JD

1.3%

3.0%

3.7%

JD/HBA

JD/MBA

JD/MA or
Other
Masters

4.7%

1.2%

1.4%

JD/Civil Law Canada/U.S.
Degree
JD/JD or
JD/LLM

Other

Figure 2-1: Program of Study (Q26)

Year of Study
The 941 responses were fairly evenly distributed between years of study and by law school:
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
1L or equivalent (274)

2L or equivalent (320)

Windsor

Western

3L or equivalent (332)

Toronto

Osgoode

Other (15)

Ottawa

Figure 2-2: Law School (Q23), Year in Program (Q27)

93.8% of those surveyed are enrolled in standard 3-year JD programs or 4-year joint JD programs of study
and were planning to complete their program of study on schedule.1

Extended Time Programs & Study Interruptions
1.5% of respondents indicated that they were enrolled in extended time programs of study (i.e., completing
their degrees over a longer period of time than usually required). [See Q30-31]
2.6% indicated that their studies had been interrupted at some point in time (those that provided details
generally referenced health (including mental heath), medical, family, or financial reasons). [See Q32-33]
[1] At the time of data collection (February 2014), a 1L student in a 3-year JD program would have enrolled in fall 2013 and expected to graduate in
spring 2016, a 2L student would have enrolled in fall 2012 and expected to graduate in spring 2015, etc.
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Pre-Law Pathways
Prior Post-Secondary Education
Most students had between 4 and 6 years of prior post-secondary education:
85.5%

0.7%

5.3%

Undisclosed

0 to 3 years

4 to 6 years

6.3%

2.1%

7 to 9 years

10 years or
more

Figure 2-3: Years of Prior Post-Secondary Education (Q34)

897 out of 941 participants had completed an undergraduate degree prior to beginning law school:
Did you complete an
undergraduate degree?

Arts or Humanities
Sciences or Mathematics

No,
4.9%
Yes,
95.3%

39.9%
10.8%

Social Sciences
Engineering or Computer Science

29.8%

3.2%

Business, Commerce, or
Management

Other

12.4%
3.9%

Figure 2-4: Undergraduate Degrees (Q35), Undergraduate Degree Type (Q36)

About one-fifth of those who had completed an undergraduate degree had also completed a graduate
degree (i.e., a Masters or PhD) prior to beginning law school (177 out of 897):
Did you complete a
graduate degree?
Yes,
19.7%

No,
80.3%

Arts or Humanities
Sciences or Mathematics

37.3%
9.0%

Social Sciences

39.5%

Engineering or Computer Science

4.5%

Business, Commerce, or
Management

5.1%

Other

4.5%

Figure 2-5: Graduate Degrees (Q37), Graduate Degree Type (Q38)

The proportion of students with a graduate degree from each school varied from 13.7% (Western) to
24.0% (Osgoode). The 2 schools with the highest tuition had more students with advanced degrees. There
was little variation in the proportion of students with graduate degrees based on the education level of their
parents (19.0% for both parents completing post-secondary education, to 22.4% for neither).
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44.3%

Tuition Price v. Choice of Law School
Tuition Impact on Choice of Law School
Tuition costs vary significantly between Ontario’s law schools. We asked students whether tuition price
tags influenced the school they chose to attend. Responses were distributed similarly across all 5 law
schools, despite their different tuition rates (ranging between approximately $15,000 to $30,000 per year).
Did tuition cost have an impact on your choice of law school?

80%
60%

40%
20%
0%
All responses

Windsor

Western
No

Yes

Toronto

Osgoode

Ottawa

Pref er not to disclose

Figure 2-6: Law School (Q23), Tuition Cost Impact on Choice (Q24)

This price sensitivity did vary slightly among groups:
52.90%

44.3%

41.7%

Neither parent has a
post-secondary
credential

39.1%

Students renting Students living in a Students identifying
apartments or
university residence
as Aboriginal
dwellings

45.8%

Visible minority
students

58.3%
39.1%

ts living in a Students identifying
ity residence
as Aboriginal

45.8%

45.9%

Visible minority
students

Students from rural
Canada

44.1%

Students from
northern/remote
communities

Self-identified
mature students

Figure 2-7: Visible Minority (Q8), Aboriginal Self-Identification (Q9), Mature Student (Q14), Rural Canada (Q15),
Northern/Remote Canada (Q16), Parents with a Post-Secondary Credential (Q17), Residence Type (Q20),
Tuition Cost Impact on Choice (Q24)
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45.9%

Students fro
Canad

“Hindsight is 80-20”
We asked students to reflect on their current finances and available financial aid to tell us if they would
have chosen a different law school knowing what they knew at the time of the survey. As might be
expected, those student enrolled in the most expensive programs (Toronto and Osgoode) and in the final
year of study (i.e., presumably with more debt) were most likely to indicate they would make a different
decision. However, the difference was small. Given widespread concerns about the cost of legal
education, second-guessing law school choices might be limited by attachments formed to selected
schools after enrolling, or overall satisfaction with the quality of the education received, in spite of its cost.
Would you choose differently today?

100%

80%
60%
40%

20%
0%
All responses

Windsor

Western
No

Yes

Toronto

Osgoode

Ottawa

Pref er not to disclose

Would you choose differently today?

100%

80%
60%
40%

20%
0%
All responses

1L or equivalent
No

2L or equivalent

Yes

3L or equivalent

Other

Pref er not to disclose

Figure 2-8: Law School (Q23), Choose Differently Today (Q25), Year in Program (Q27)

However, some changes of heart are evident in the data:
Did tuition cost influence your
choice of law school?

Reflecting on your finances today, would you have chosen a different law school,
knowing what you know now?
No

Yes

Prefer not to disclose

No

421

97

13

531

Yes

266

99

20

385

10

7

8

25

697

203

41

941

Prefer not to disclose

Table 2-1: Tuition Cost Impact on Choice (Q24), Choose Differently Today (Q25)
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PART THREE:

Banking Blues
Our Pocketbook Profile

Overview
The financial profile of Ontario’s law students varies considerably both before and
during law school.
Pre-Law Debt

A students’ financial position may be determinative of whether they pursue a legal
education to begin with. 61.0% of the students surveyed entered law school with no
debt. This statistic is troubling considering that it is likely inflated because students
burdened with debt from prior studies are less likely to be able to go to law school.
Other studies on undergraduate students’ debt at graduation reinforce this possibility.
The average debt load of those starting law school with debt was over $26,000, which
was owed primarily to outstanding government student loans. However, at higher prelaw debt levels, the balances of private sources of debt begin to creep upward. This
suggests that government student loan limits are insufficient, even for lower-cost
academic programs.
Financing Law School

About 72.1% of students that did attend law school (and thus completed our survey)
found themselves eligible for government student financial aid, while 64.4% secured
private lines of credit. About three-quarters of students that took out a bank line of
credit did not require a co-signer. Scotiabank was the preferred bank for professional
student lines of credit at all schools except Osgoode, where RBC dominates. During
study, monthly payments tend to creep upward from the $50-100 range during the first
-year of study to higher levels by the third-year.
Total Current Debt Load

Total current debt load was an average of $35,358 for 1L students, $53,876 for 2L
students, and $71,444 for 3L students. The averages were similar across all 5
schools, though more expensive schools were slightly higher. It should be noted that
the range of debt levels varied significantly within each year of study. The range also
widened in each subsequent year of study.
Students’ dependence on private borrowing from banks and financial institutions to
complete their legal education is very evident. Reliance on private borrowing
increases at higher levels of total debt, and in later years of study.
Students from most minority groups or other criteria we tracked tended to see their
average debt levels vary little compared to the average for a given year of study. This
was true in all but one case: first generation students. This group experienced much
higher average debt than their peers in each year of study. The range of debt narrows
as the education level of a students’ parents increases.
Predicted Debt at Graduation

At graduation, over one-third of students expected to have more than $50,000 in debt
owing to financial institutions, while over half expected to have over $20,000 in
outstanding government student loans. About 30% of law students expect to owe no
debts to government student loan programs or banks at graduation.
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Initial Resources
Savings Before Starting Law School
We asked students to indicate how much they had saved prior to beginning law school. Almost half of the
students surveyed started law school with existing debt or less than $5,000 of savings:
$0 or less than $0 (existing debt)

18.0%

$1 - $5,000

23.1%

$5,001 - $10,000

14.6%

$10,001 - $15,000

12.1%

$15,001 - $20,000

5.7%

$20,001 - $30,000

6.8%

$30,001 - $40,000

4.1%

$40,001 or greater

9.2%

Prefer not to disclose

3.3%

I don't remember or I don't know

3.1%

Figure 3-1: Savings at Start of Law School (Q41)

Full-Time Work Before Law School
Students that had worked full-time for more than 2 years prior to starting law school were the most likely to
have amassed savings greater than $20,000:
Months of Full-Time Work Immediately Before Starting Law School
Savings at Start of Law School

0 to 4 months
5 to 12
13 to 24
(441)
months (195) months (141)

25 to 36
months (51)

37 to 48
49 months or
months (33)
more (77)

$0 or less than $0 (existing debt)

21.3%

16.4%

14.9%

17.6%

15.2%

10.4%

$1 - $5,000

26.1%

23.6%

17.7%

23.5%

12.1%

18.2%

$5,001 - $10,000

12.5%

18.5%

20.6%

11.8%

12.1%

9.1%

$10,001 - $15,000

10.2%

15.4%

18.4%

9.8%

12.1%

5.2%

$15,001 - $20,000

5.9%

4.1%

7.8%

3.9%

9.1%

5.2%

$20,001 - $30,000

6.6%

8.2%

5.0%

7.8%

12.1%

5.2%

$30,001 - $40,000

3.2%

3.1%

5.7%

0.0%

12.1%

9.1%

$40,001 or greater

7.3%

5.6%

5.7%

13.7%

9.1%

31.2%

Prefer not to disclose

3.4%

2.6%

2.1%

5.9%

3.0%

5.2%

I don't remember or I don't know

3.6%

2.6%

2.1%

5.9%

3.0%

1.3%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Table 3-1: Length of Full-Time Work Prior to Law School (Q39), Savings at Start of Law School (Q41)
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Initial Debt
Debt Before Starting Law School
61.0% of students indicated that they did not have any debt at the time they started law school (suggesting
that a number of students might not apply because of their pre-law debt burden1).
None ($0)

$1 - $5,000

61.0%
4.5%

$5,001 - $10,000

5.7%

$10,001 - $15,000

5.1%

$15,001 - $20,000

4.8%

$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000

Those with debt upon entering
law school carried an average
balance of $26,602.43

7.9%
4.4%

$40,001 or greater

6.6%
Figure 3-2: Pre-Law School Debt (Q42)

Pre-Law Sources of Debt
The range of debt values for each source of pre-law school debt varied . The below figure shows the range
for each source of debt, highlighting the range between the first and third quartile (the central 50% of
reported values for the given debt source):
$100,000
$90,000
$80,000
$70,000
$60,000
$50,000
$40,000
$30,000
$20,000

$20,782

$19,556

$18,344

$10,000

$4,546

$0
Bank Line of Credit (98)

Government Student
Loan (270)

First Quartile - Median

Loans from Family /
Friends (57)

Median - Third Quartile

Credit Cards (82)

Average

Figure 3-3: Apportionment of Pre-Law Debt (Q43-Q47); the ‘Other’ category was omitted (few responses)
[1] Preet Banerjee, “The good news? Almost half of all students graduate debt-free”, Globe & Mail, 12 September 2012, available at
<www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-investor/personal-finance/household-finances/the-good-news-almost-half-of-all-students-graduate-debt-free/article4536524/>
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Current Debt Level Averages by Total Debt Range & Creditor Type
39.7% of the student we surveyed indicated that they owed debt prior to beginning law school. When we
$30,000
sorted these students by total debt range and then computed their average debt by type of lender, the data
indicated that most students’ pre-law school debt consists of existing government student loans (i.e., for
prior $25,000
studies). It is only at higher levels of total debt that other debt sources are a major component of the
average student’s pre-law debt profile (likely because government aid is exhausted).
$20,000

■ Bank Line of Credit
$15,000

■ Government Student Loan

■ Loan from Family/Friends

■ Credit Cards

$10,000

$5,000
$0
$1 - $5,000

$5,001 - $10,000

$10,001 - $15,000

$30,000
$25,000

$20,000
$15,000
$10,000

$5,000
$0
$15,001 - $20,000

$20,001 - $30,000

$30,001 - $40,000

$40,001 or greater

Figure 3-4: Pre-Law School Debt (Q42), Apportionment of Pre-Law Debt (Q43-Q47);
the ‘Other’ category was omitted (few responses)
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Financing Law School
Government Student Financial Aid Eligibility
We asked students if they were eligible for funding from their provincial student financial aid program. For
Ontario residents, this is the Ontario Student Assistance Program (OSAP). 84% of our survey respondents
indicated that Ontario was their province of residence, and 82% indicated that OSAP was the provincial
student loan program they were able to apply to. [See Q4, Q6]
Students from some groups were more or less likely to be denied student financial aid:

72.1%

Yes

Were you eligible for government
student financial aid?
16.0%

11.9%

No

Don't know / Never applied

Percent of various groups that were not eligible for government student financial aid
Visible minority (260)
Aboriginal person (23)

15.0%
8.7%

Mature student (152)

Student from Rural Canada (98)
Student from northern/remote community (12)
Neither parent with a post-secondary credential (155)

At least 1 parent with a post-secondary credential (770)

32.2%
13.3%
16.7%

13.5%
16.8%

Student has dependents (46)
Student lives rent-free with family or friends (110)

Student lives in a university residence (79)
Student rents an off-campus apartment or dwelling (678)

30.4%

16.4%
10.1%
14.0%

Student lives in a home they own (52)

Never married (770)
Married or common law relationship (147)

50.0%
13.8%
27.2%

Divorced or separated (9)
33.3%
Figure 3-5: Visible Minority (Q8), Aboriginal Self-Identification (Q9), Mature Student (Q14), Rural Canada (Q15),
Widowed (2)
50.0%
Northern/Remote Community (Q16), Parents with a Post-Secondary Credential (Q17), Dependents (Q19),
Residence Type (Q20), Marital Status (Q21), Eligibility for Government Student Financial Aid (Q48)
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Securing Lines of Credit
Securing Lines of Credit & Required Co-Signers
Were you able to secure a
bank line of credit?
Never
applied,
29.9%
No, 5.7%

Yes, 64.4%

Many students finance their legal education with a
line of credit from a private financial institution.
Approximately two-thirds of our respondents
secured lines of credit with financial institutions.
Three-quarters of those did not require a co-signer.
Of those that did require a co-signer, over 80% of
the students were able to use their parents.
Almost one quarter of line of credit applicants
encountered difficulty securing credit. For the
majority, this impacted their choice of financial
institution.

Did you require a co-signer for
your line of credit?

Were your parents eligible co-signers?
Prefer not
to disclose,
2.8%

Yes, 23.3%
Prefer not
to disclose,
1.7%

No, 13.5%

No, 75.1%

Yes, 83.7%

We asked all students that applied for a line of credit if they experienced any difficulty:
Did you encounter probems trying to
secure your line of credit?
Yes, 22.9%

Did problems securing your line of credit
effect your choice of financial institution?
Yes, 62.1%

Prefer not
to disclose,
1.1%

Prefer not
to disclose,
0.9%

No, 76.1%

No, 37.1%

Figure 3-6: Bank Line of Credit (Q49), Trouble Attempting to Secure Line of Credit (Q50), Impact on Choice of Financial
Institution (Q51), Co-Signer Required (Q52), Parents Eligible Co-Signers (Q53), Trouble Finding Co-Signer (Q54)
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Choice of Bank
Those students that were able to secure a line of credit did so with the following banks. Scotiabank was
the clear frontrunner for professional student lines of credit (except at Osgoode and the University of
Ottawa, where RBC has a strong presence).
56.4%

23.4%
4.3%

5.8%

BMO

CIBC

7.4%
RBC

2.6%

Scotiabank

TD

Other

Toronto

Osgoode

100.0%
80.0%
60.0%
40.0%
20.0%
0.0%
Windsor

Western

BMO

CIBC

RBC

Scotiabank

TD

Ottawa

Other

Figure 3-7: Law School (Q23), Choice of Bank (Q56)

Interest Rates
Many financial institutions increase the interest rate on their lines of credit after the borrower graduates.
The data suggests that many students do not know their interest rate after graduation (21.0%). Interest
rates were reported to increase in 90 out of 606 responses (14.9%). In those 90 instances, the average
increase was 1.9%.
Interest Rate
Unknown/Undisclosed
Between Prime + 0.5% and Prime + 0.74%
Between Prime + 0.75% and Prime + 0.99%

Percent of Borrowers
During Study

After Study

8.9%

21.0%

50.7%

38.6%

1.8%

1.5%

18.6%

13.0%

Between Prime + 1.5% and Prime + 1.99%

3.1%

3.1%

Between Prime + 2% and Prime + 2.99%

2.6%

4.1%

Between Prime + 3% and Prime +3.99%

9.2%

11.2%

Between Prime + 4% and Prime + 4.99%

3.8%

3.8%

Prime + 5% or greater

1.2%

3.6%

Between Prime + 1% and Prime + 1.49%

Table 3-2: Interest Rate During Study (Q57), Interest Rate After Study (Q58)
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Monthly Payments
Monthly Payment on Line of Credit
As might be expected, monthly payments on lines of credit tended to increase in later years of study:
36.1%

All responses
12.7%

Unknown /
Undisclosed

$0 - $49

44.8%

16.7%

43.1%

$0 - $49

35.4%

7.9%

6.4%

4.6%

1.7%

1.1%

1.0%
$1000 or
greater

2.3%

0.6%

1.1%

0.6%
$1000 or
greater

2L or equivalent
13.2%

6.1%

0.0%

1.4%

2.4%

2.4%

$50 - $100 $100 - $149 $150 - $199 $200 - $249 $250 - $349 $350 - $500 $500 - $999

0.0%
$1000 or
greater

3L or equivalent

30.5%

17.8%
0.0%
Unknown /
Undisclosed

2.1%

$50 - $100 $100 - $149 $150 - $199 $200 - $249 $250 - $349 $350 - $500 $500 - $999

30.2%

$0 - $49

1.8%

1L or equivalent

9.0%
Unknown /
Undisclosed

5.9%

$50 - $100 $100 - $149 $150 - $199 $200 - $249 $250 - $349 $350 - $500 $500 - $999

0.0%
Unknown /
Undisclosed

9.2%

$0 - $49

12.7%

8.5%

10.8%

13.6%
2.3%

2.3%

$50 - $100 $100 - $149 $150 - $199 $200 - $249 $250 - $349 $350 - $500 $500 - $999

Figure 3-8: Year in Program (Q27), Monthly Payment (Q59)
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1.4%
$1000 or
greater

The occurrence of various monthly payment levels was similar across all 5 schools.
30%
25%
■ Windsor

20%

■ Western

15%

■ Toronto
■ Osgoode

10%
30%

■ Ottawa

5%
25%

0%
20%

$0 - $49

$50 - $100

$100 - $149

$150 - $199

$200 - $249

15%
Windsor

10%

Western

Toronto

Osgoode

Ottawa

5%

0%

$200 - $249

$250 - $349

$350 - $500

$500 - $999

$1000 or greater

Figure 3-9: Law School (Q23), Monthly Payment (Q59); omitted ‘Unknown/Undisclosed’

This distribution across schools was similar when different years of the law school program were analyzed
separately.
It should be noted that 16.7% of participants indicated ‘Unknown/Undisclosed’ when reporting their
monthly payment, suggesting that a number of students are unaware of how much their payment is. This
makes sense as a number of lines of credit automatically add the payment to the principal each month
while the student is in study (often meaning the transaction is automated).
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Total Current Debt
Total Debt: All Responses
Participants were asked to report their total
current debt level at the time of the survey
(February 2014). Generally, students in later
years of their programs and at more expensive
schools tended to carry more debt. We also broke
down average debt per year by a number of other
variables. As a note, at the time of the survey
(February 2014), both Fall 2013 and Winter 2014
tuition would have been paid at all five schools.

Average by School
$54,139

Windsor

18.0%
2.4%
4.8%

$10,001 - $15,000
$15,001 - $20,000

4.3%

Osgoode

Ottawa

$41,483

Rent-free
with family /
friends

University
residence

$55,153

Off-campus Owned home
rental home /
apartment

Average by Parents' Level of Education
$65,073

8.6%

$40,001 - $50,000

$57,231

9.1%

$50,001 - $60,000

$50,482

5.0%

$60,001 - $70,000

5.7%

$70,001 - $80,000

Neither parent has 1 parent has PSE Both parents have
PSE
PSE

7.8%
3.1%

$90,001 - $100,000

4.7%

$100,001 - $110,000

1.3%

$110,001 - $120,000

1.4%

$130,001 or more

Toronto

$44,295

12.6%

$30,001 - $40,000

$120,001 - $130,000

$56,479

3.0%

$20,001 - $30,000

$80,001 - $90,000

$57,403

$97,291

None ($0)
$5,001 - $10,000

Western

$58,477

Average by Living Arrangements

All responses
$1 - $5,000

$43,896

Average by Marital Status
$51,665

$62,544

Never married

Common law
relationship

$78,929

2.0%
3.2%

Married

Average by Other Personal Characteristics
$75,053

$52,912

$55,953

$57,862

$49,990

Male

Female

LGBTQ

Aboriginal
person

$66,874

Student with Mature student
dependents

$58,133

$55,227

From rural
Canada

Visible
minority

Figure 3-10 (page 1 of 4): Gender (Q3), Visible Minority (Q8), Aboriginal Identity (Q9), Sexual Orientation (Q13),
Mature Student (Q14), Rural Canada (Q15), Parents with a Post-Secondary Credential (Q17), Dependents (Q19),
Residence Type (Q20), Marital Status (Q21), Law School (Q23), Year in Program (Q27), Total Current Debt (Q60);
the computed averages exclude $0 responses (i.e., those with no debt)
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Total Debt: 1L Student Responses
First year students that had more than $0 in debt
were an average of $35,358 in debt at the time of
the survey. However, debt levels varied
significantly between $5,001 and $50,001. Mature
students, first-generation students, married
students, and students with dependents had
higher average debt. There was surprisingly little
difference between the average debt of those
paying rent and those living rent-free.

None ($0)

$30,575

$28,972

Windsor

Western

$26,719

Toronto

Osgoode

Ottawa

Average by Living Arrangements
$30,474

$31,084

Rent-free
with family /
friends

University
residence

$33,999

17.9%

$1 - $5,000

1.8%

$5,001 - $10,000

9.5%

$10,001 - $15,000

6.6%

$15,001 - $20,000

6.6%

$20,001 - $30,000

19.7%

$30,001 - $40,000

Off-campus Owned home
rental home /
apartment

Average by Parents' Level of Education
$47,161

$34,744

13.1%

$40,001 - $50,000

$31,793

8.4%

$50,001 - $60,000

2.9%

$60,001 - $70,000

2.6%

$70,001 - $80,000

2.2%

$80,001 - $90,000

1.1%

$90,001 - $100,000

1.5%

Neither parent has 1 parent has PSE Both parents have
PSE
PSE

Average by Marital Status

0.7%

$110,001 - $120,000

0.0%

$120,001 - $130,000

0.0%

$130,001 or more

$50,193
$34,944

$100,746

1L or equivalent

$100,001 - $110,000

Average by School

1.1%

$32,017

$36,910

Never married

Common law
relationship

$72,922

Married

Average by Other Personal Characteristics
$104,500
$34,700

$36,212

$27,295

$33,829

Male

Female

LGBTQ

Aboriginal
person

$56,417

Student with Mature student
dependents

$27,677

$35,025

From rural
Canada

Visible
minority

Figure 3-10 (page 2 of 4): Gender (Q3), Visible Minority (Q8), Aboriginal Identity (Q9), Sexual Orientation (Q13),
Mature Student (Q14), Rural Canada (Q15), Parents with a Post-Secondary Credential (Q17), Dependents (Q19),
Residence Type (Q20), Marital Status (Q21), Law School (Q23), Year in Program (Q27), Total Current Debt (Q60);
the computed averages exclude $0 responses (i.e., those with no debt)
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Total Debt: 2L Student Responses
Indebted second-year students carried an average
total debt balance of $53,876. However, the
distribution curve was flatter, as debt balances
started to diverge. For instance, about 10% of
students carry debt balances within each $10,000
range from $20,001 to $80,000. This trend is also
reflected in average debt level by school. First
generation students, mature students, and
married students continue to have higher average
total debt balances.

Average by School
$55,723

Windsor

$52,039

$56,896

Toronto

Osgoode

Ottawa

$45,783

$51,450

Rent-free
with family /
friends

University
residence

$91,373

$53,688

17.8%

$1 - $5,000

2.2%

$5,001 - $10,000

2.5%

$10,001 - $15,000

5.0%

$15,001 - $20,000

Off-campus Owned home
rental home /
apartment

2.2%

$20,001 - $30,000

Average by Parents' Level of Education

10.0%

$30,001 - $40,000

9.4%

$40,001 - $50,000

$59,805

10.9%

$50,001 - $60,000

$52,541

$52,816

6.3%

$60,001 - $70,000

10.0%

$70,001 - $80,000

Neither parent has 1 parent has PSE Both parents have
PSE
PSE

9.4%

$80,001 - $90,000

3.1%

$90,001 - $100,000
$100,001 - $110,000

Western

$57,824

Average by Living Arrangements

2L or equivalent
None ($0)

$47,136

3.8%

Average by Marital Status

1.3%

$110,001 - $120,000

0.6%

$120,001 - $130,000

0.9%

$130,001 or more

1.9%

$50,968

$53,530

Never married

Common law
relationship

$78,268

Married

Average by Other Personal Characteristics
$53,757

$53,557

$60,479

Male

Female

LGBTQ

$58,726

$48,333

Aboriginal
person

$65,566

Student with Mature student
dependents

$57,375

$56,715

From rural
Canada

Visible
minority

Figure 3-10 (page 3 of 4): Gender (Q3), Visible Minority (Q8), Aboriginal Identity (Q9), Sexual Orientation (Q13),
Mature Student (Q14), Rural Canada (Q15), Parents with a Post-Secondary Credential (Q17), Dependents (Q19),
Residence Type (Q20), Marital Status (Q21), Law School (Q23), Year in Program (Q27), Total Current Debt (Q60);
the computed averages exclude $0 responses (i.e., those with no debt)
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Total Debt: 3L Student Responses
Indebted students in their final year of law school
carried an average debt load of $71,444, but the
distribution of debt is now very uneven. In this
group, the debt burden of students paying rent for
housing begins to depart from that for students
living with family. Similarly, the debt balance for
first generation students is, on average, a full
$25,000 more than for students whose parents
both have a post-secondary credential.

Average by School
$80,029

$74,197

$70,457

$76,896

Osgoode

Ottawa

$51,024

Windsor

Western

Toronto

Average by Living Arrangements

3L or equivalent
None ($0)

18.1%

$1 - $5,000

2.7%

$5,001 - $10,000

3.0%

$10,001 - $15,000
$15,001 - $20,000

1.8%

$52,283

$68,714

Rent-free
with family /
friends

University
residence

$72,009

$104,538

Off-campus Owned home
rental home /
apartment

0.9%

$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000

9.9%
3.9%

$40,001 - $50,000

4.8%

$90,001 - $100,000

$120,001 - $130,000
$130,001 or more

Neither parent has 1 parent has PSE Both parents have
PSE
PSE

10.8%

$80,001 - $90,000

$110,001 - $120,000

$63,970

5.1%
4.5%

$70,001 - $80,000

$100,001 - $110,000

$76,014

7.8%

$50,001 - $60,000
$60,001 - $70,000

Average by Parents' Level of Education
$90,354

8.1%

Average by Marital Status

1.8%

$68,888

$85,503

$83,366

Common law
relationship

Married

3.0%
4.8%
6.3%

Never married

Average by Other Personal Characteristics
$68,320

$73,402

Male

Female

$86,293

LGBTQ

$71,371

Aboriginal
person

$86,063

$78,736

Student with Mature student
dependents

$81,320

$71,838

From rural
Canada

Visible
minority

Figure 3-10 (page 4 of 4): Gender (Q3), Visible Minority (Q8), Aboriginal Identity (Q9), Sexual Orientation (Q13),
Mature Student (Q14), Rural Canada (Q15), Parents with a Post-Secondary Credential (Q17), Dependents (Q19),
Residence Type (Q20), Marital Status (Q21), Law School (Q23), Year in Program (Q27), Total Current Debt (Q60);
the computed averages exclude $0 responses (i.e., those with no debt)
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Range of Total Current Debt
The below figure shows the range of values around a median in relation to the average total debt load for
all responses, by year of program, and by law school. As observed earlier, the range of debt tends to
expand in the upper years of law school programs.

$100,000

Year in Program

$90,000
$80,000
$70,000
$60,000

$50,000
$40,000
$30,000
$20,000
$10,000
All (743)

1L (213)
First Quartile - Median

$100,000

2L (254)
Median - Third Quartile

3L (264)
Average

Law School

$90,000
$80,000
$70,000
$60,000

$50,000
$40,000
$30,000
$20,000
$10,000
Windsor (127)

Western (121)
First Quartile - Median

Toronto (177)
Median - Third Quartile

Osgoode (178)
Average

Figure 3-11: Law School (Q23), Year in Program (Q27), Total Current Debt (Q60);
only students with debt greater than $0 were included in this figure
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Ottawa (140)

More on Parents’ Education Level
The average total debt for first generation students was consistently higher than that of their peers who
had at least one parent that had completed a post-secondary credential, but a closer examination shows
that the range of debt levels for each group overlaps significantly. Breaking down the statistics by the
highest parent education level continues to show a lower median debt level and smaller range of debt
amounts for students whose parents had more advanced credentials.
$140,000
$120,000

$100,000
$80,000

$60,000
$40,000
$20,000
$0

Less than a A high school
A private
A college
A trade school A university
A masters A professional A doctorate
high school diploma (109) career college diploma or
certification bachelors or degree (i.e.,
degree (i.e.,
degree (i.e.,
diploma (17)
diploma (6)
degree (110)
(22)
undergraduate MA, MSc)
JD, MD, MBA)
PhD) (83)
degree (258)
(120)
(195)

First Quartile - Median

Median - Third Quartile

Average

Figure 3-12: Highest Level of Parent Education (Q18), Total Current Debt (Q60)

More on Visible Minorities
The average total debt of visible minorities was reported on the previous pages. There was some variation
in average debt load between visible minorities:
$100,000
1L

$80,000

2L

3L

$60,000

$40,000
$20,000

$0
South Asian (49)

Chinese (73)

Black (23)

Southeast Asian Multiple visible
(10)
minorities (14)

Visible minority
not included
elsewhere (14)

Other visible
minority (33)

Figure 3-13: Visible Minority (Q8), Year in Program (Q27), Total Current Debt (Q60);
‘Other visible minority’ aggregates reported visible minority groups where there were less than 10 responses
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Total Debt by Type of Creditor
Sources of Debt by Year of Study
Borrowing from bank lines of credit appears to increase (and expand in range) in each subsequent year of
study as government loans and other sources fail to meet financial needs:
$80,000

1L or equivalent

$70,000
$60,000

$50,000
$40,000

$30,000
$20,000

$25,550

$17,607

$15,739
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$0
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(130)
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Loan (177)

First Quartile - Median

Loans from Family /
Friends (46)

Median - Third Quartile

Credit Cards (30)

Average

$80,000

2L or equivalent

$70,000
$60,000
$50,000
$40,000
$30,000

$34,967
$25,000

$20,000

$16,480

$10,000

$5,240

$0
Bank Line of Credit
(186)

Government Student
Loan (223)

First Quartile - Median

Loans from Family /
Friends (38)

Median - Third Quartile

Average

$80,000

3L or equivalent

$70,000
$60,000
$50,000

Credit Cards (55)

$54,830

$40,000
$30,000

$29,666

$27,146

$20,000
$10,000

$3,776

$0
Bank Line of Credit
(183)

Government Student
Loan (218)

First Quartile - Median

Loans from Family /
Friends (69)

Median - Third Quartile

Credit Cards (60)

Average

Figure 3-14: Year in Program (Q27); Apportionment of Current Debt (Q61-65); the ‘Other’ category is omitted.
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$120,000
$100,000

Current Debt Level Averages by Total Debt Range & Creditor Type
$80,000

Sorting data by total debt level and lender type again shows that average government student loan limits
plateau
at early levels of total debt—they do not keep pace with the cost of law school:
$60,000
$120,000
$40,000
$100,000
■ Bank Line of Credit

■ Government Student Loan

■ Loan from Family/Friends

■ Credit Cards

$20,000
$80,000
$0
$60,000
$1 - $5,000

$5,001 - $10,000

$10,001 - $15,000

$15,001 - $20,000

$20,001 - $30,000

$30,001 - $40,000

$40,001 - $50,000

$50,001 - $60,000

$60,001 - $70,000

$70,001 - $80,000

$80,001 - $90,000

$90,001 - $100,000

$100,001 - $110,000
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$20,000
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$0
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$40,000

$20,000
$0
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$100,000
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$60,000
$40,000

$20,000
$0

Figure 3-15: Total Current Debt (Q60), Apportionment of Current Debt (Q61-65); the ‘Other’ category is omitted.
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Non-Repayable Financial Aid
Government Grants, Gifts, Need–Based and Merit-Based Aid
Many students benefit from non-repayable sources of financial aid. We asked students to identify the
totals of such aid they received, across 5 categories. The data we collected shows that government grants
and need-based law school funding is being received with greater frequency by higher-debt students.
Logically, students with no debt or little debt were more likely to indicate that they had received financial
support from family or friends. Merit-based and external awards were relatively evenly distributed. It
should be noted that Table 3-3 does not account for the amount of awards–just their occurrence within
particular debt range groupings.

Range of Total
Current Debt
None ($0)
$1 - $5,000
$5,001 - $10,000
$10,001 - $15,000
$15,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000
$60,001 - $70,000
$70,001 - $80,000
$80,001 - $90,000
$90,001 - $100,000
$100,001 - $110,000
$110,001 - $120,000
$120,001 - $130,000
$130,001 or more
Total Students

Number of
Students in
Debt Range
169
23
45
40
28
119
81
86
47
54
73
29
44
12
13
19
30
941

Percent of Students in Debt Range Receiving Form of Aid
Government
Student Grants

Support from
Family /
Friends

4.1%
47.8%
57.8%
67.5%
53.6%
61.3%
66.7%
64.0%
66.0%
66.7%
64.4%
82.8%
56.8%
58.3%
76.9%
68.4%
46.7%
492

Lower Rate of Students in
Debt Range Receiving Aid

66.3%
78.3%
60.0%
55.0%
42.9%
58.8%
43.2%
36.0%
42.6%
33.3%
37.0%
31.0%
38.6%
33.3%
46.2%
57.9%
50.0%
463

Need-Based
Support from
Law School
4.7%
17.4%
46.7%
47.5%
42.9%
52.9%
61.7%
66.3%
72.3%
72.2%
71.2%
79.3%
75.0%
58.3%
76.9%
89.5%
73.3%
488

Merit-Based
Support from
Law School
20.7%
47.8%
22.2%
22.5%
14.3%
30.3%
29.6%
31.4%
38.3%
31.5%
28.8%
31.0%
29.5%
50.0%
30.8%
15.8%
36.7%
264

Higher Rate of Students in
Debt Range Receiving Aid

Table 3-3: Total Current Debt (Q60), Government Grants (Q66), Family/Friend Financial Support (Q67),
Need-Based Support (Q68), Merit-Based Support (Q69), External Awards (Q70)
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External
Awards
11.8%
13.0%
15.6%
25.0%
14.3%
12.6%
13.6%
12.8%
12.8%
9.3%
16.4%
13.8%
11.4%
0.0%
30.8%
0.0%
10.0%
122

Ranges of Non-Repayable Aid Received
The ranges of non-repayable aid forms are relatively similar to one another and narrow, with the exception
of funding from families or friends, which had a higher average and wider range of values:
$45,000
$40,000
$35,000
$30,000
$25,000
$20,000
$15,000
$10,000
$5,000
$0

First Quartile-Median
Median-Third Quartile

$29,163

Average

$8,209

$6,764

Government
Student Grants

$8,261

$5,083

Support from
Need-Based
Merit-Based
External Awards
Family / Friends Support from Law Support from Law
School
School

Figure 3-16: Government Grants (Q66), Family/Friend Financial Support (Q67),
Need-Based Support (Q68), Merit-Based Support (Q69), External Awards (Q70)

For those that received these forms of aid, average government student grants, support from family or
friends, and need-based support from law schools increased with each subsequent year of study:
$50,000
$40,000

1L

2L

3L

$30,000

$20,000
$10,000
$0

Government Support from
Student Grants
Family /
Friends

Need-Based
Support from
Law School

Merit-Based
Support from
Law School

External
Awards

Figure 3-17: Year in Program (Q27), Government Grants (Q66), Family/Friend Financial Support (Q67),
Need-Based Support (Q68), Merit-Based Support (Q69), External Awards (Q70)
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Expected Debt Levels at Graduation
Debt Prediction by Debt Source
The following figure shows students’ debt predictions across the 3 main sources of borrowed funds. While
predicted bank line of credit balances vary widely, predicted government student loan totals fall within the
$10,001-$40,000 range (likely due to lifetime loan ceilings set by government policy). A large portion of
students appear to have their education costs paid from savings, or by someone else.
$0
$1 - $10,000
$10,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000
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$70,001 - $80,000
$80,001 - $90,000
$90,001 or greater

$0
$1 - $10,000
$10,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000
$60,001 - $70,000
$70,001 - $80,000
$80,001 - $90,000
$90,001 or greater
$0
$1 - $10,000
$10,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000
$60,001 - $70,000
$70,001 - $80,000
$80,001 - $90,000
$90,001 or greater

32.7%
5.0%
5.7%
5.8%
7.0%
5.8%
5.3%
5.8%
7.4%
4.1%

Bank Line of Credit

13.5%

26.0%
5.0%
10.4%
20.4%

15.2%
9.2%
5.2%
3.6%
1.5%
0.7%
1.2%

Government Student Loan

74.6%

8.5%
4.9%
2.2%
2.4%
1.3%
0.9%
1.0%
0.4%
0.3%
1.5%

Loans from Family or Friends

Figure 3-18: Expected Future Debt by Lender Type (Q72-76); ‘Credit Cards’ and ‘Other’ categories were omitted from the figure
(93.5% expected $0 of Other debt, while 77.4% expected $0 of Credit Card debt and 18.6% expected between $1-$10,000)
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Debt Prediction by Debt Source and Law School
Organizing the data by school across the two main debt sources did not reveal any significant trends in
debt prediction even though there are substantial tuition differences between the schools. For instance,
Windsor had more students predicting to have greater than $90,001 in debt that the University of Toronto,
which has higher tuition. An alarming number of students overall expect to be in this high debt bracket.
Government Student Loan

Bank Line of Credit

$0

$0

$1 - $10,000

$1 - $10,000

$10,001 - $20,000

$10,001 - $20,000

$20,001 - $30,000

$20,001 - $30,000

$30,001 - $40,000
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$40,001 - $50,000

$40,001 - $50,000

$50,001 - $60,000

$50,001 - $60,000
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$90,001 or greater
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Figure 3-19: Law School (Q23), Expected Future Debt by Lender Type (Q72-73)
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PART FOUR:

Seeing Red (Ink)
Impacts, Experiences, & Input

Overview
Some of the most compelling data we collected falls into this section of the report,
which chronicles student perceptions and experiences in relation to debt, financial aid,
stakeholders, and other factors. The resulting implications for legal services, career
outcomes, student health, and the public interest are concerning.
Skewed Aspirations

The majority of students indicated that the cost of attending law school had impacted
their career outcome objectives or caused them to deviate from their rationale for
pursuing a law degree. This was virtually unchanged across all 5 schools.
Stress & Mental Health

At higher debt levels, students were more likely to indicate that financial stress had
negatively impacted their mental health. Other responses indicate that most students,
regardless of debt, feel that they belong at their law school (socially and academically)
and that financing law school has not had a negative impact on their academic
performance.
This suggests that finances, on their own, constitute a substantial source of stress
that may operate in isolation from the other demands of legal education, which is of
particular concern given the groups that are most likely to find themselves in high-debt
situations. Students themselves seem to recognize that such students may not fall
into simple equity descriptors. Despite fairly solid diversity statistics in many respects,
students indicate that they think the cost of legal education impairs the
representativeness of their classroom.
Stakeholders

We also asked students about their views on which stakeholders were genuinely
concerned about the financial barriers to law school. Students at the University of
Toronto and the University of Ottawa were the least impressed with their
administrators in this regard. Most students were pleased with their student
governments’ commitment to the issue. As a whole, students across all 5 schools
were not pleased with the Law Society of Upper Canada, the Ontario government, or
the Canadian Bar Association / Ontario Bar Association. The Law Society was a
particularly strong target of disapproval.
Open comments from students indicated that they perceive a clear divide between
talk and action on access to legal education on the part of administrators. Students at
the University of Toronto felt particularly concerned about their administration’s lack of
transparency about how tuition rates were set. At the University of Ottawa, several
responses indicated a lack of resources and information about available financial aid.
Students expressed views that the profession, its regulator, and academics were ‘out
of touch’ and elitist, and were excluding future lawyers that come from the
backgrounds that the profession needs most—and that may need legal services most
too.
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Personal Experiences & Perceptions
Cost v. Career Goals
Students from all 5 schools indicated that the cost of legal education strongly skewed their career goals—
particularly those from the two most expensive schools:
The cost of attending law school has impacted my career outcome objectives or rationale for
pursuing a law degree.
■ Windsor

■ Western

Strongly disagree

■ Toronto

■ Osgoode

Disagree

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

■ Ottawa

Neither agree nor
disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

Figure 4-1: Law School (Q23), Career Goal Impact (Q85)

Financing Law School as a Source of Stress
The majority of students indicated that financing law school has also been a significant source of stress:
Financing law school has been a significant source of stress for me during law school.
■ Windsor

■ Western

■ Toronto

■ Osgoode

50%

■ Ottawa

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

Figure 4-2: Law School (Q23), Finances as Source of Stress (Q86)

Ignoring Finances?
Most students maintained that they kept a close eye on their bank balances:
On a day-to-day basis, I don't know what my bank account or credit card balances are.
50%
■ Windsor

■ Western

■ Toronto

■ Osgoode

■ Ottawa

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Agree

Figure 4-3: Law School (Q23), Attention to Account Balances (Q90)
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Strongly agree

Finances as a Source of Anxiety or Stress
Similarly, most students indicated that stress did not distract them from their finances:
I pay little attention to my finances because it gives me anxiety or stress.
50%
■ Windsor

■ Western

■ Toronto

■ Osgoode

■ Ottawa

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

Figure 4-4: Law School (Q23), Attention to Finances (Q89)

Financial Limitations v. Extracurriculars & Activities
A large portion of students also indicated that financial limitations caused by the cost of legal education
counteracted their ability to participate fully in extracurriculars and opportunities outside of class. This is
concerning given how integral some of these activities are to career growth and networking. Students that
find themselves boxed into a minimalist law school experience due to financial limitations are at a
disadvantage.
Financial limitations caused by the cost of my studies or associated stress have curtailed my
ability to fully participate in extracurricular social or community activities, extracurricular
learning opportunities, or networking activites/events.
■ Windsor

■ Western

■ Toronto

■ Osgoode

50%

■ Ottawa

40%

30%
20%
10%
0%
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Disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Agree
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Figure 4-5: Law School (Q23), Financial Limitations and Extracurriculars (Q87)
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Financial Stress v. Mental Health
In aggregate, students were split on whether financial stresses negatively impacted their mental health:
Financial stress related to law school costs has negatively impacted my mental health.
■ Windsor

■ Western

■ Toronto

■ Osgoode

50%

■ Ottawa

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

Figure 4-6: Law School (Q23), Total Current Debt (Q60), Mental Health (Q88)

However, those with higher total debt burdens indicated in far greater rates that financial stress had
negatively impacted their mental health:
Total Current Debt
Level
None ($0)
$1 - $5,000
$5,001 - $10,000
$10,001 - $15,000
$15,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000
$60,001 - $70,000
$70,001 - $80,000
$80,001 - $90,000
$90,001 - $100,000
$100,001 - $110,000
$110,001 - $120,000
$120,001 - $130,000
$130,001 or more

Strongly
agree
4.1%
17.4%
13.3%
10.0%
10.7%
15.1%
23.5%
23.3%
19.1%
33.3%
30.1%
27.6%
38.6%
50.0%
30.8%
47.4%
53.3%

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

8.9%
8.7%
17.8%
30.0%
17.9%
34.5%
22.2%
38.4%
29.8%
29.6%
32.9%
34.5%
25.0%
16.7%
23.1%
31.6%
23.3%

Higher Rate of Students
at Given Debt Level

18.3%
21.7%
26.7%
22.5%
25.0%
16.0%
24.7%
18.6%
27.7%
20.4%
17.8%
17.2%
13.6%
25.0%
15.4%
5.3%
10.0%

Disagree
36.7%
30.4%
33.3%
35.0%
32.1%
27.7%
21.0%
15.1%
17.0%
16.7%
12.3%
20.7%
20.5%
0.0%
15.4%
10.5%
6.7%

32.0%
21.7%
8.9%
2.5%
14.3%
6.7%
8.6%
4.7%
6.4%
0.0%
6.8%
0.0%
2.3%
8.3%
15.4%
5.3%
6.7%

Lower Rate of Students
at Given Debt Level

Table 4-1: Total Current Debt (Q60), Mental Health (Q88)
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Strongly
disagree
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

Belongingness
The majority of students indicated that they felt that they belonged at their law schools, both socially and
academically:
Overall, I feel welcome at my law school and like I belong there socially and academically.
■ Windsor

■ Western

■ Toronto

■ Osgoode

50%
40%

■ Ottawa

30%
20%
10%
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Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

Figure 4-7: Law School (Q23), Belongingness (Q92)

Feelings of belongingness did not vary much by indebtedness. Assuming debt load can serve as a proxy
for wealth, the implication is that, for the most part, students of various levels of affluence feel that they ‘fit’
socially and academically among their peers:
Total Current Debt
Level
None ($0)
$1 - $5,000
$5,001 - $10,000
$10,001 - $15,000
$15,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000
$60,001 - $70,000
$70,001 - $80,000
$80,001 - $90,000
$90,001 - $100,000
$100,001 - $110,000
$110,001 - $120,000
$120,001 - $130,000
$130,001 or more

Strongly
agree
24.1%
29.0%
21.7%
26.7%
17.5%
42.9%
21.0%
24.7%
25.6%
19.1%
27.8%
19.2%
20.7%
25.0%
16.7%
23.1%
21.1%

Lower Rate of Students
at Given Debt Level

Agree
34.5%
42.0%
56.5%
44.4%
57.5%
50.0%
46.2%
34.6%
38.4%
36.2%
33.3%
32.9%
44.8%
31.8%
25.0%
53.8%
52.6%

Neither agree
nor disagree
20.7%
14.2%
17.4%
20.0%
12.5%
7.1%
22.7%
22.2%
22.1%
23.4%
20.4%
28.8%
17.2%
13.6%
33.3%
0.0%
10.5%

Strongly
disagree

Disagree
6.9%
13.0%
4.3%
4.4%
7.5%
0.0%
5.9%
12.3%
10.5%
17.0%
14.8%
16.4%
13.8%
15.9%
16.7%
15.4%
15.8%

13.8%
1.8%
0.0%
4.4%
5.0%
0.0%
4.2%
6.2%
3.5%
4.3%
3.7%
2.7%
3.4%
13.6%
8.3%
7.7%
0.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

Higher Rate of Students
at Given Debt Level

Table 4-2: Total Current Debt (Q60), Belongingness (Q92)
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Classroom Composition
Financing Law School v. Academic Performance
The majority of students said that financing law school did not impact their academic performance:
Financing law school has had a significant impact on my academic performance at law
school (i.e., due to either stress or part-time work that takes time away from studies).
■ Windsor

Strongly disagree

Disagree

■ Western

Neither agree nor
disagree

■ Toronto

■ Osgoode

Agree

■ Ottawa

Strongly agree

Figure 4-8: Law School (Q23), Academic Performance (Q91)

This remained the case across debt levels:
Total Current Debt
Level
None ($0)
$1 - $5,000
$5,001 - $10,000
$10,001 - $15,000
$15,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000
$60,001 - $70,000
$70,001 - $80,000
$80,001 - $90,000
$90,001 - $100,000
$100,001 - $110,000
$110,001 - $120,000
$120,001 - $130,000
$130,001 or more

Strongly
agree
17.2%
1.8%
8.7%
6.7%
2.5%
7.1%
8.4%
8.6%
15.1%
12.8%
14.8%
13.7%
10.3%
29.5%
25.0%
7.7%
15.8%

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

31.0%
5.9%
8.7%
6.7%
17.5%
17.9%
11.8%
21.0%
15.1%
14.9%
20.4%
17.8%
17.2%
13.6%
16.7%
15.4%
36.8%

Lower Rate of Students
at Given Debt Level

27.6%
14.8%
21.7%
24.4%
25.0%
14.3%
20.2%
25.9%
23.3%
23.4%
14.8%
23.3%
24.1%
22.7%
25.0%
15.4%
10.5%

Disagree
20.7%
37.3%
21.7%
31.1%
47.5%
46.4%
44.5%
34.6%
36.0%
38.3%
40.7%
32.9%
48.3%
25.0%
25.0%
30.8%
36.8%

3.4%
40.2%
39.1%
31.1%
7.5%
14.3%
15.1%
9.9%
10.5%
10.6%
9.3%
12.3%
0.0%
9.1%
8.3%
30.8%
0.0%

Higher Rate of Students
at Given Debt Level

Table 4-3: Total Current Debt (Q60), Academic Performance (Q91)
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Strongly
disagree
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

The distribution of students’ self assessments of their academic standing relative to their class
approximated the ranges we provided as options (i.e., about 10% at each school indicated that they were
in the top 10% of their class and so forth). Students reporting below average academic standing were
most likely to indicate that financing law school took a toll on their academic performance:

Academic Standing
Compared to Class

Top 10% of the class
Top 25% of the class
Mid-range (average)
Below average
Well below average
Prefer not to disclose
I don't know

Financing law school has had a significant negative impact on my academic
performance at law school.
Strongly agree

5.4%
4.9%
13.2%
28.2%
33.3%
11.1%
11.1%

Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

12.5%
13.1%
15.1%
28.2%
22.2%
33.3%
14.8%

9.8%
19.8%
25.3%
12.8%
11.1%
33.3%
18.5%

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

44.6%
39.6%
33.1%
30.8%
22.2%
22.2%
34.6%

27.7%
22.8%
13.2%
0.0%
11.1%
0.0%
21.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

Table 4-4: Academic Performance (Q91), Relative Academic Standing (Q93)

Cost of Legal Education v. Classroom Representativeness
Despite fairly strong diversity metrics, a large percentage of those surveyed indicated that they felt that the
cost of legal education kept their classes from being adequately representative of Canadian society. The
deficiency they had in mind might reflect dimensions of diversity such as family socioeconomic status,
regional or political views, or other characteristics not visible to the naked eye.
The cost of legal education does not prevent my law school classes
from being sufficiently representative of Canadian society.

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree or
disagree

Windsor

Western

Osgoode

Ottawa

Agree

Toronto

Strongly agree

Figure 4-9: Law School (Q23), Classroom Representativeness (Q104)
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Perception of Stakeholders
Stakeholder Concern About Financial Barriers to Legal Education
We asked students to indicate which stakeholders they felt were most concerned about the financial
barriers to completing law school, by responding to the statement
____ is/are genuinely concerned with the heightening financial barriers to accessing and completing
law school. They are responsive to student concerns on tuition and financial aid matters.
■ Windsor

■ Western

■ Toronto

■ Osgoode

■ Ottawa

The University of Toronto (the most expensive law school) and the University of Ottawa emerged as the
schools where students felt that administration was least concerned about the rising costs of legal
education:
Law School Administration

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

I don't know

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree or
disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

Figure 4-10: Law School (Q23), Law School Administration Perception (Q96); ‘Prefer not to disclose’ data omitted (few responses)

In contrast, student leaders at the University of Toronto were the most likely to be perceived as concerned
about this issue. Most students at all 5 schools seemed to indicate that their law school student
governments were engaged on this topic:
Student Government

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

I don't know

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree or
disagree

Agree

Figure 4-11: Law School (Q23), Law School Student Government Perception (Q97);
‘Prefer not to disclose’ data omitted (few responses)
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Strongly agree

Most students didn’t know, or did not feel that the Ontario government was concerned about access to
legal education or the rising cost of law school:
Ontario Government

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

I don't know

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree or
disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

Figure 4-12: Law School (Q23), Ontario Government Perception (Q98); ‘Prefer not to disclose’ data omitted (few responses)

Overall, most students were of the view that the Law Society of Upper Canada (the regulator of Ontario
lawyers) was unconcerned about the financial barriers to entering their profession:
The Law Society of Upper Canada

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

I don't know

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree or
disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

Figure 4-13: Law School (Q23), Law Society Perception (Q99); ‘Prefer not to disclose’ data omitted (few responses)

Students were similarly unimpressed with the Canadian Bar Association and the Ontario Bar Association
in this regard:
Canadian Bar Association / Ontario Bar Association

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

I don't know

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree or
disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

Figure 4-14: Law School (Q23), CBA/OBA Perception (Q100); ‘Prefer not to disclose’ data omitted (few responses)
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Tough Talk on Tuition
University of Toronto: A Transparency Vacuum? 1
“Lawyers would never be genuinely concerned with barriers to getting a law degree and/or becoming a
lawyer. Why should they be? As the supply of legal services increases, the price of obtaining said legal
services would decrease, depriving the profession of its privilege and wealth. Unless somebody forces
change down our throat, I don't think that we as a profession are ever going to tackle this problem
meaningfully. Because hey, once you get the job and start earning money, you forget about the woes you
had as a student. People start thinking, 'well I made it through, so why can't the others?' Call me cynical,
but that's what I see.”

“My law school administration is good at pretending they care, but until
people stop signing up for our school, they won't stop increasing tuition.”
“I can't help but interpret statements of concern from the above bodies about rising costs and barriers to
legal education as lip service. The exception is the student representatives, who are caught in the same
situation as myself.”

“Everyone is talking about the damn high tuition fees but no one is doing
anything about lowering them. All parties just keep blaming others.”
“If LSUC were concerned about financial barriers to and completing law school, they would not have
structured the Law Practice Program as they have. Placing the cost of the Program on students who have
secured an articling position shows a blatant disregard to the financial situation of the majority of
graduating law students.”

“Most [law school administrators] hardly seem concerned
with ethical issues surrounding rise of tuition.”
“The U of T law school administration has made it very clear that they think tuition should have no ceiling
and that they will do whatever they have to do to keep up with the likes of Yale and Harvard (which we will
never be). They do not care about the financial needs of students because they know that students will
line up at their door to attend. This, in turn, negatively effects all the other Ontario law schools. This is a
problem that the Ontario government, the OBA and the LSUC should be very concerned about.”
“I'm disappointed that our administration will not make their financial data available and refuses to be
transparent in how tuition funds are spent. As well, they refuse to comment on or discuss any potential
change to the bursary allocation between different years. First-year students have a much greater
proportion of their need met through bursaries as opposed to upper-year students.”
“[I’m] actually am unsure how the Ontario Government, LSUC, CBA or OBA feels about tuition, but judging
by their silence I would say that they do not care.”

“Why would any non-student involved in law be concerned about tuition? They have a
cartel from which they derive benefit, in part because of the high tuition prices.”
“The U of T administration is astonishingly indifferent to the barriers imposed by their exorbitant tuition
prices. The educational / name brand advantage was not, in hindsight, worth the price. I will certainly not
have any inclination to contribute through donations, irrespective of my future income. They took their
pound of flesh already.”
[1] These, and the quotations on the following 4 pages, are selected responses to Q101 of the survey.
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Osgoode Hall Law School: Talk v. Action
“There needs to be a cap in law student numbers. The amount of students being trained is not
sustainable.”

“Talk is cheap, law school isn't.”
“I think that law school tuition needs to be seriously revisited and the law schools do not take this issue
seriously. There is a huge issue in access to legal education in Canada and it is only getting worse.”

“Talking and acting are two different things. Few people talk about tuition.
Even less act on it.”
“The school acts like it is concerned, but has double the tuition of comparable schools, so they don't walk
the talk.”
“Most of the response I've seen from administrators/the government is to give flimsy excuses for why
tuition costs should continue to rise. Despite the crippling debt facing myself and my classmates (debt that
will directly impact what direction we are able to take with both our studies and our job prospects following
school), no one seems at all concerned with changing things or offering better solutions.”

“LSUC appears to be the least concerned with financial barriers, with their recent
decision to basically double our articling/registration fee.”
“LSUC appears to be the least concerned with financial barriers, with their recent decision to basically
double our articling/registration fee. After spending over $60,000 in tuition to attempt to become part of
the profession, this is an unnecessary hurdle that they are now putting us through. Those with the most
money in the legal profession should be shouldering the costs for the decision that they voted upon.”
“I have heard many TAs and some Profs say that they do not understand that complaints about the cost of
a legal education, then when students mentioned the sharp increase in the last few years, they say they
did not realize the extent of the problem.”

“Osgoode Hall has failed to provide adequate reasons for the rising
(and already high) tuition costs.”
“Osgoode Hall has failed to provide adequate reasons for the rising (and already high) tuition costs. They
have cited salaries and financial assistance programs are the main contributors but the numbers simply do
not add up. Moreover, I resent the fact that my tuition dollars are subsidizing bursaries of so many
students who falsify their financial aid applications and who are not in need of financial aid.”
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University of Ottawa: Information Deficiencies & Job Outcomes
“It is difficult to feel as though any of these institutions/organizations really feel concerned when the
funding and bursary options are so limited. As a mature student I feel as though my opportunities to
secure funding were even more limited and it was a major task to find funding that I could be eligible for.
Our faculty is largely removed from the granting of bursaries and the work is mostly done by the financial
awards department for the whole of the university. This makes it difficult to feel as though the law faculty is
really interested in helping its students.”

“The university should also be concerned with its students graduating
into poverty and needing social assistance.”
“The Law Society and [Bar Association] should be worried that students have so much debt they cannot
contribute to social causes or legal aid since that does not pay enough to pay off student debt. It is a social
problem to cripple [able] law students so much they cannot help in the sectors like legal aid that need it
most. The government should be worried about the amount of debt students incur and [that they can]
basically can end up on social assistance or in food banks, especially with this economy and lack of job
certainty upon graduation. The university should also be concerned with its students graduating into
poverty and needing social assistance. The university should be more proactive in helping place students
in jobs to ensure students don’t become impoverished due to school debt and lack of jobs.”

“Our administration does a very bad job of helping students to know what
types of funding are available and providing support. It was a constant
fight for me to find bursaries and resources that were available to me.”
“The LSUC, in instituting an LPP program, is putting a higher financial burden on students. Also, the cost
of the bar exams is ridiculous considering it's self-study. For those without articles, that creates a further
burden.”

“… just for the privilege of being a lawyer”
“The LSUC and CBA speak of access to justice but condition students right out of 3L to expect to pay
RIDICULOUS fees just for the privilege of being a lawyer. Costs for exam materials, applying to the LSUC,
being called to the bar, the gown rental!”
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University of Windsor: Is Law Elitist?
“Those who can afford law school are not the ones who understand first-hand
the struggles with access to justice and financial related pressures.”
“Law is elitist and contradictory. There is a lot of commentary about access to justice, but then [they] place
so many barriers to practice - such as the financial burdens and [the] articling requirement. Those who
can afford law school are not the ones who understand first-hand the struggles with access to justice and
financial related pressures. Those who can't afford it could be great advocates for access to justice,
however, they are forced to seek lucrative positions (usually NOT access to justice-related) due to the
pressures [from] the financial burden left behind from law school. I think it is incumbent on the profession
to assist in the promotion of access to justice by assisting financially and not just talking about it!”

“Why isn't anyone doing anything about this crisis?”
“The administration continually raises tuition fees. We do not get a transparent breakdown of where our
money goes. I feel they treat us as numbers and not as people.”

Western University: Is LSUC Out Of Touch?
“You never hear anyone talking about the work they are doing to decrease tuition costs for law school. It's
really sad that students in typical graduate programs that have little or no real work applicability (or postgraduation job prospects) receive an inordinate amount of financial aid, yet programs like law which have
exceptional real world applicability and job prospects receive little or no aid. ...”

“The cost of writing the bar and the LPP program prove that LSUC and
OBA do not care about the finances stresses of Ontario law students.”
“Law schools should be advocating to stop Canadians from going to foreign law degree mills such as
Bond and Leicester and returning to Canada to abuse the NCA process. It is creating unfair competition
for Canadian law grads who worked hard to get into Canadian law schools. Once the LPP is passed,
articling will no longer be a barrier to these students and they will saturate the legal market.
These high tuition costs can only be justifiable if there is a reasonable chance that students will gain
meaningful and well compensated employment.”
“If LSUC, the CBA, and the OBA sincerely cared about the heightened financial barriers to accessing and
completing law school, they would take measures to limit the number of new law schools that are opening
or create a fund for students that have to complete the alternative articling program. After paying for law
school with loans there is absolutely no way I can afford to pay to complete the alternative licensing
process in the event that I do not find an articling job.”

“After paying for law school with loans there is absolutely no way I can afford to pay to
complete the alternative licensing process in the event that I do not find an articling job.”
“I feel like administration feels the people coming in are wealthy enough to deal with the high cost. There
are so many costs, not enough jobs, and yet, nothing is changing to make this easier on students.”
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Views on Tuition Fairness
Tuition Fairness & Transparency
The majority of students did not feel that their legal education was fairly priced. This was consistent across
all 5 schools. Students at the most expensive schools were least likely to indicate that their law school
tuition was fair.
■ Windsor

■ Western

■ Toronto

■ Osgoode

■ Ottawa

Overall, I feel that my law school education is fairly priced

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree or
disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

Figure 4-15: Law School (Q23), Tuition Fairness (Q102)

Students at most schools felt that their administration or university could do more to disclose how tuition
rates are set:
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Overall, I feel that my admnistration is transparent about how tuition is set annually.

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neither agree or
disagree

Agree

Figure 4-16: Law School (Q23), Tuition Transparency (Q103)
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Strongly agree

General Comments by Theme
On Diversity 1
“I think that [law school] is representative of a lot of visible minorities that value academic success, but
large swaths of society are still excluded - those from poor neighbourhoods, remote communities, and
Aboriginals in particular.”

“U of T boasts that its student class includes on average approximately 33%
of students of visible minorities, but they fail to account for the kinds of
economic backgrounds students within that demographic come from. It is not
sufficient to speak about diversity without including class.”
“It seems strange that it would even be necessary to ask if the prices detract from a representative class.
From writing the LSAT to finishing the bar, and paying society fees, pursuing a career in law is almost
more expensive than beneficial.”
“Our school has a long way to go in terms of ensuring our halls reflect Canadian society.
But we've come a long way and we must acknowledge this.”
“Our class is not economically diverse, not by a long shot. A recent student survey about our school
indicated that about 20% of students graduate debt-free. With just under $30,000 per year in tuition, our
class seems composed of those who are outliers on the economic spectrum. Anecdotally, I know very few
students who receive government aid. It really bothers me that my law degree is inaccessible to most
students, especially since [U of T's] yearly tuition is almost equivalent to the average Canadian's yearly
income.”

On Financial Aid
“University of Toronto Law deems accumulated savings/assets prior to entering law school at 100%
contribution for determining eligibility for financial aid. I worked full-time prior to beginning post-secondary
studies and saved my money, which reduced potential financial aid eligibility. I do not see why I should be
penalized relative to those students who did not work full-time simply because I earned my money before,
rather than after law school.”

“The cost is very prohibitive for a lot of people. And 'Post-Graduation Debt Relief'
at U of T is a complete joke. Ask anyone who is part of that program
(if you can even find someone).”
“Financial Aid at my school does not take into consideration the variety in the student body. As a mature
student with aging parents and significant responsibilities, the financial aid office does not have, or wish to
utilize their, expertise in understanding the differing needs of their student population and consequently
award bursaries accordingly.”

[1] These, and the quotations on the following 4 pages, are selected responses to Q105 of the survey.
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On Privilege
“In my opinion, one must come from a fairly affluent socio-economic background to feel confident in
pursuing legal studies.”
“There is one African-Canadian at U of T law. A huge proportion of the class went to private high schools.
These facts embarrass me, especially after spending a semester in Europe where the class was
multicultural and represented a diverse spectrum of family income levels.”
“I find that most of my class mates are wealthy.”

“I'm surprised how many of my classmates are filthy rich. I've never been
around so many people who have went to private schools their whole lives.”
“This school is so rich and white it makes my head explode sometimes. Everyone's really nice, but they
are so blind to their own privilege. I can't even imagine what it must feel like for someone who is a low
income student navigating these halls.”
“Law schools are lauded for finally representing minority students (I am both black and female) but FAIL to
address the fact that the REAL barrier to equal representation in EVERY field accessed by specialized
educational programs is CLASS. The legal field does not accurately represent the poorer classes.”

“How can a unprivileged person come to law school after completing an undergraduate
degree, still have a hope in hell of working in a non-Bay Street job, AND pay their debt?”
“After 3 years at U of T law, it is my opinion that the legal profession is only accessible to white, uppermiddle class students whose parents are able to help them financially. I fit this demographic, and I will
STILL be almost $120,000 in debt. I regret taking a job with the Crown daily, not because I did not enjoy
the work, but because I will not make enough nor have the job security necessary to pay back my debt. As
sad as it sounds, I find some solace in the fact I am marrying a partner who is not in debt and comes from
an affluent family. If we were both in debt it would be years before I could even begin to move on with my
life (children, etc.).”
“I am aware of my family's status as middle class and generally privileged. If I am having financial
difficulties with my background, I cannot help but assume that the financial situation of less advantaged
peers is untenable, if not prohibitive from the outset.”

“Osgoode is diverse in a lot of ways, but one way that it is definitely NOT diverse is
financially. I think it would be near impossible for someone from a low income
background to make things meet.”
“What I owe in debt right now is equal to what my parents combined income in one year is. However, I
made the decision to go to law school fully knowing that tuition would be expensive. This is because I
wanted to ensure that I had a solid career and could provide a non-stressful life for my family in the future.”
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On Career Outcomes
“Law school education is fairly priced for those who will be working corporate jobs. There should be aid
available to those who will be working in the non-profit world. Tying back-end debt to front end assistance
means that older students who are using up their savings to pay for school are not eligible, despite being
older at graduation with very limited funds and less time to make up the difference.”
“uOttawa has let WAY too many students in. I feel like a number there
to pay their bills. And as a result, there are no articling jobs left because they
flooded the market.”
“Law school is ridiculously expensive. It is not as bad as in the US, but that is sort of like saying death by
drowning is not as bad as death by crucifixion. The [Osgoode] admin tries to justify the exorbitant prices in
part by showcasing its social outreach programs and non-profit legal work, but far more socially
constructive legal work would be performed by actual lawyers if the financial barriers to entry were not as
high. It's unjustifiable, to the point where I have begun to believe that the decision to fund programs like
PBSC and Parkdale was made by the admin not to help the community, but to whitewash the destructive
system they maintain.”
“I think that the cost of law school is not completely out of line if its goal is to get everyone high paying
jobs. Yet U of T pretends that they encourage people to do other things too. If U of T is trying to price It's
tuition at a level that encourages promoting access to justice and working for public interest organisations,
then it is not fairly priced.”

On Stress & Mental Health
“I constantly feel as though I made the wrong decision to pursue
a law degree because of the high tuition. I am often overwhelmed with grief.”
“I think the high cost of law school, in combination with existing debt from my undergraduate program, are
beginning to put stress on me as someone who is about to graduate. Although I was able to live a fairly
normal life in law school, I feel that if I am not able to secure a job after law school, the debt will be a
growing source of stress and anxiety. I believe that this is already the case with some of my classmates. I
also believe that mental health for people graduating from law school will be significantly impacted by our
student debt, and that this will particularly impact those who do not have rich parents and/or friends.”
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On Value for Money
“I purposely took three years off to work before coming to law school in order to reduce my debt load. The
cost of the school significantly impacted which schools I applied to. I had the choice to attend multiple
schools, but this was the most cost effective option.”

“I had the choice to attend multiple schools, but this was the most cost effective option.”
“Law school does not require expensive labs and equipment like med school or dentistry. There is no
reason why it should be this expensive to attend. The whole system is elitist and I'm quite disgusted with
it. I have friends who were almost forced to drop out in third year because they did not have enough
financial assistance and the school threw up their hands and did nothing. In a school that prides itself on
its social justice courses and approach, this is ironic.”
“I feel as though Osgoode's financial aid program has been excellent. It is honestly the only reason I have
been able to finish law school. That being said, I can't help but feel law school has become a money
making enterprise for York University…”

“...I don't think the education I am receiving is worth nearly the price I am
paying. I feel that I have given York University $60,000 in exchange for a piece
of paper saying I can practice as a lawyer.”
“I don't see where our tuition money goes at Western. I seem to access fewer resources than I did in my
Undergrad in [Alberta], where I paid [a quarter] of the tuition. Furthermore, I do not think that the value of
education I am receiving in Ontario is reflected in the higher tuition prices. Compared to other provinces,
tuition is far higher. From what I can tell, this is solely because there are more students wanting to go to
law school, and the proximity to the Toronto market. In my opinion, this does not justify making tuition
double than it is in many provinces. “

On Transparency
“Trying to discuss law school financing with law school or university administrators is hopeless. I attended
a couple "town hall" meetings but never will again. They outright lie about where money goes and what
fees will be in the future, playing silly word games about what is "tuition" and what are "fees". They don't
disclose where our money goes, or how much money flows between the school and the university and in
what direction…”

“...It's clearly a racket. And if you're not in on the racket,
then you're the one being scammed.”
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WELCOME
PURPOSE
The following survey is for students currently enrolled in legal studies
programs at Ontario law schools (i.e., Juris Doctor and related joint
programs of study). The resulting data will be used to inform policy
development and further study of student financial aid and access to
legal education issues by law school student governments and their
affiliates.
INCENTIVE PRIZE DRAW
At the end of the survey, you will be presented with a link to a form,
where you can submit your email address for inclusion in a draw for A
NEW IPAD MINI (16 GB, with Retina Display), courtesy of the survey
administrators (see below). The entries in the draw are not paired with
survey responses in any way.
PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
To respect the privacy of individual respondents, the survey has been
designed such that it will collect no identifying information from
respondents. Any freeform text entries which identify a student will be
excluded from the final data set. Most questions offer a "Prefer Not to
Disclose" option and most text fields do not require responses.
SURVEY ADMINISTRATORS
This survey is a joint effort of the law school student governments of:

Osgoode Hall Law School (York University),

The University of Toronto,

Western University,

The University of Windsor, and

The University of Ottawa (Common Law).
Representatives of each organization had input to the design of the
questions on the following pages. Questions or concerns may be
directed to Douglas Judson at legalandlitvpi@osgoode.yorku.ca.
SURVEY STRUCTURE
The survey consists of 5 main sections and should take approximately
20 minutes to complete. A sixth section allows you to provide general
input and is optional. The sections are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Demographic and Background Information
Law School & Program Data
Education Pathway
Financial Profile
Financial Impacts, Experiences, and Perceptions
Policy Input

The number of questions varies based on your responses to previous
questions. You will be presented with a ‘Thank You’ screen to indicate
the end of the survey, where you can input an email address to be
eligible to win the iPad Mini. Your participation is completely voluntary
and you may stop answering the questions at any time by using the
"Quit" button on your screen.
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS
STOP: To participate in the survey, you MUST be a student currently
enrolled at one of the above listed law schools AND be a resident of
Canada. If you do not meet this criteria, do not proceed past this point.

Students that meet the
participation criteria are welcome to complete the survey
REGARDLESS of their financial profile or financial aid eligibility.
BEFORE BEGINNING: Please have open your government student
loan information (if you have one) and education line of credit
information (if you have one). You can do this by opening your online
accounts in other browser windows or by having your recent
statements at hand. The survey will not request any identifying
information regarding your financial accounts. Please make sure you
have enough time to complete the survey without interruption.
1.* To start the survey, enter the name of the landmark Supreme
Court of Canada decision which was released on December 20,
2013 and click “Next”.
[Text Response]

I. DEMOGRAPHIC AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
2.* Age: What is your age (in years)?
[Text Response]
3.* Gender: I Identify my gender as ____.






Man
Woman
Trans
Other
Prefer not to disclose

4.* Domicile: In which province or territory is your permanent
address located? This may also
be the province or territory you consider “home” or where you
moved from to begin law school in Ontario.















British Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island
Newfoundland & Labrador
Nunavut
Northwest Territories
Yukon
Other

5. Postal Code FSA: What the first 3 digits of the postal code of
the address where you spent most of your childhood? (For
example, the first 3 digits of M3J 1P3 would be M3J).
[Text Response]
6.* Provincial Loan Program: Which provincial student loan
program do you borrow from or would you be eligible to apply to?
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British Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
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New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island
Newfoundland & Labrador
Nunavut
Northwest Territories
Yukon
I don’t know

7.* Ethnic or Cultural Background: What is your ethnic or cultural
background? (For example: Canadian, English, French, Chinese,
East Indian, Italian, German, Scottish, Irish, Cree, Mi'kmaq, Salish,
Métis, Inuit, Filipino, Dutch, Ukrainian, Polish, Portuguese, Greek,
Korean, Vietnamese, Jamaican, Jewish, Lebanese, Salvadorean,
Somali, Colombian, etc.)
[Text Response]
8.* Visible Minority Self-Identification: Do you identify as a
member of a visible minority? (The Employment Equity Act
defines visible minorities as ‘persons, other than Aboriginal
peoples, who are non-Caucasian in race or non-white in colour.’)















Not a visible minority
South Asian
Chinese
Black
Filipino
Latin American
Arab
Southeast Asian
West Asian
Korean
Japanese
Multiple visible minorities
Visible minority not included elsewhere
Prefer not to disclose

9.* Aboriginal Self-Identification: Do you identify as an Aboriginal
person - that is, First Nations (North American Indian), Métis, or
Inuk (Inuit)?







No, not an Aboriginal person
Yes, First Nations (North American Indian)
Yes, Métis
Yes, Inuk (Inuit)
Prefer not to disclose
I don't know

10.* Status Indian Identification: Are you a Status Indian
(Registered or Treaty Indian) as defined by the Indian Act?





No
Yes, Status Indian (Registered orTreaty)
Prefer not to disclose
I don't know

11.* Member of First Nation/Indian Band: Are you a member of a
First Nation/Indian band?





No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose
I don't know

12.* Disability Self-Identification: Statistics Canada defines a
disability as an activity limitation or participation restriction
associated with a physical or mental condition or health problem.
Do you have a disability?





No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose

13.* Sexual Orientation: Do you identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, or queer (LGBTQ)?




No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose

14.* Mature Student: Do you self-identify as a mature student?




No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose

15.* Rural Canada: Do you identify as someone from rural
Canada? As a guideline, Statistics Canada defines rural Canada
as those areas outside urban centres with a population of at least
10,000 people. Often, but not always, the second digit of a rural
postal code will be a 0 (i.e., in N0J 1M0 or P0W 1C0).




No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose

16.* Northern/Remote Canada: Do you identify as someone from
northern Canada or a remote community? As a guideline, a list of
the Canada Revenue Agency's prescribed northern and
intermediate northern zones can be found at http://bit.ly/192xV2w.




No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose

17.* Parents with a Post-Secondary Credential: How many of your
parents completed a post-secondary credential (i.e., a college
diploma or university degree)?







Neither parent
Just 1 parent
Both parents
Other
Prefer not to disclose
I don't know

18.* Highest Level of Parent Education: What was the highest
level of education completed (i.e., graduated from) by
either of your parents?













Less than a high school diploma
A high school diploma
A private career college diploma
A college diploma or degree
A trade school certification
A university bachelors or undergraduate degree
A masters degree (i.e., MA, MSc)
A professional degree (i.e., JD, MD, MBA)
A doctorate degree (i.e., PhD)
Prefer not to disclose
I don't know
Other

19.* Dependents: Do you have children or other dependents?



No
Yes
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Prefer not to disclose

20.* Residence Type: Select the option which best reflects your
current living arrangements.







I live rent-free with family or friends
I live in a university residence
I live off-campus in a rented apartment or other rented dwelling
I live off-campus in a home I own
Other
Prefer not to disclose

21.* Marital Status: What is your marital status?







Never married
Common law relationship
Married
Divorced or separated
Widowed
Prefer not to disclose

22. General Comment: Is there anything else you'd like us to know
about your background or demographic profile?




3L or equivelent
Other

28.* Year of Graduation: What year do you anticipate graduating?









2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Other

29.* Year of Enrollment: What year did you begin your program of
study?








2007 or earlier
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

[Text Response]
30.* Extended Time Programs: Are you in a part-time or extendedtime program of study?

II. LAW SCHOOL AND PROGRAM DATA
23.* Law School: Which Ontario law school are you enrolled in?










University of Windsor Faculty of Law
Western University Faculty of Law
University of Toronto Faculty of Law
Osgoode Hall Law School (York University)
University of Ottawa Faculty of Law (Common Law)

Asked only if ‘Yes’ selected in response to Q30:
31. Reasons for Part-Time or Extended Time Program:
Why are you enrolled in a part-time or extended time
program?

Cost Impact on Choice of Law School:
24.* Did tuition cost have an impact on your choice of law
school?




No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose

25.* Reflecting on your finances today and available
financial aid, would you have chosen a different law
school knowing what you know now?












JD
JD/HBA
JD/MBA
JD/MA or Other Masters
JD/Civil Law Degree
Canada/U.S. JD/JD or JD/LLM
Other

27.* Year in Program of Study: What year of your program are you
currently enrolled in?



[Text Response]
32.* Study Interruptions: Have you left your law school program of
study at any point in time? For example, some students have their
studies interrupted by illness or for financial reasons.




1L or equivalent
2L or equivalent

No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose
Asked only if ‘Yes’ selected in response to Q32:
33. Reason for Study Interruption: Why did you leave your
program of study?

No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose

26.* Program of Study: What program of study are you currently
enrolled in?

No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose

[Text Response]

III. EDUCATION PATHWAY
34.* Years of Prior Post-Secondary Education: How many years of
post-secondary study did you complete prior to beginning law
school? A year is defined as approximately 8 months of full-time
study (September to April, in most cases).
[Text Response]
35.* Undergraduate Degrees: Did you complete an undergraduate
degree prior to beginning law school?
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Asked only if ‘Yes’ selected in response to Q35:
36.* Undergraduate Degree Type: What was the faculty/
area of study of your undergraduate degree?







Arts or Humanities
Sciences or Mathematics
Social Sciences
Engineering or Computer Science
Business, Commerce, or Management
Other

For most respondents, this is debt remaining from their
undergraduate or prior studies. This number should reflect debt
owed to all sources.
[Text Response]
Apportionment of Pre-Law Debt: How much of the debt amount
reported in the previous question can be
attributed to each of the following categories?
43.* Financial institution or bank line of credit:
[Text Response]

37.* Graduate Degrees: Did you complete a graduate
degree prior to beginning law school (i.e., a Masters or
PhD)?

44.* Government student loans (excluding grant portions):
[Text Response]




No
Yes

45.* Loans from family/friends:

Asked only if ‘Yes’ selected in response to Q37:

[Text Response]

38.* Graduate Degree Type: What was the faculty/
area of study of your graduate degree?

46.* Credit cards:
[Text Response]








Arts or Humanities
Sciences or Mathematics
Social Sciences
Engineering or Computer Science
Business, Commerce, or Management
Other

39.* Length of Full-Time Work Prior to Law School: For how many
MONTHS did you work full-time immediately prior to beginning
law school? For most respondents, this would typically be work
completed between the end of your undergraduate degree and
start of your law degree. This could be a summer job, or longerterm employment.
[Text Response]
40. General Comment: Is there anything else you wish to share
related to your education pathway?
[Text Response]

47.* Other:
[Text Response]
48.* Eligibility for Government Student Financial Aid: Were you or
are you eligible for government student financial aid to fund your
legal education? (For example, Ontario residents can apply for
funding from OSAP.)




Yes
No
I don't know (i.e., never applied)

49.* Bank Line of Credit: Were you able to secure a student line of
credit from a bank or financial institution (i.e., a Scotiabank Line
of Credit)?




Yes
No
I never applied to a bank for a student line of credit

IV. FINANCIAL PROFILE

Asked only if ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ selected in response to Q49:

41.* Savings at the Start of Law School: What was the
approximate value of your financial assets when you began your
first year of law school? Please include savings and chequing
account balances, the balance of any Tax-Free Savings Accounts
(TFSAs), Registered Retirement Savings Plans (RRSPs),
Registered Education Savings Plans (RESPs) on which you are/
were the beneficiary, or other investments in your estimate.

50.* Trouble Attempting to Secure Line of Credit: Did you
encounter any problems attempting to secure your/a line
of credit?












$0 or less than $0 (existing debt)
$1 - $5,000
$5,001 - 10,000
$10,001 - $15,000
$15,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 or greater
Prefer not to disclose
I don't remember or I don't know

42.* Pre-Law School Debt: How much debt did you carryover from
post-secondary studies completed before you began law school?





No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose
Asked only if ‘Yes’ selected in response to Q50:
51.* Impact of Trouble Securing Line of Credit on
Financial Institution Selection: You indicated that
you experienced some difficulty securing your
line of credit. Did this effect the choice of financial
institution with which you secured credit?




No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose

Asked only if ‘Yes’ selected in response to Q49:
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payment is automatically applied to your principal?
52.* Co-Signer for Line of Credit: Did you require a cosigner?




No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose

[Text Responses]
60.* Current Debt: After paying your winter 2014 tuition and
related expenses, how much total debt will you owe to all sources,
including debt accrued from before law school?

Asked only if ‘Yes’ selected in response to Q52:

[Text Response]

53.* Parents Eligible Co-Signers: Were you
parents eligible co-signers?

Apportionment of Current Debt: After paying your winter 2014
tuition, how much debt do you currently owe to the following?





61.* Financial institution or bank line of credit:

No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose

[Text Response]
62.* Government student loans (excluding grant portions):

Asked only if ‘No’ selected in response to
Q53:

[Text Response]
54. Trouble Finding Suitable Co-Signer:
Did you have trouble finding a suitable cosigner? Who did you end up using (i.e.,
other family, friend)?

63.* Loans from family/friends:
[Text Response]
64.* Credit cards:

[Text Response]
Ask only if ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ is selected in response to Q49:

[Text Response]

55. Banks Seriously Considered or Apply To for a Line of
Credit: Which banks or financial institutions did you
seriously consider or apply to for funding? Check all that
apply (check none if you did not consider any).

65.* Other:









BMO
CIBC
PC Financial
RBC
Scotiabank
TD
Other

Ask only if ‘Yes’ is selected in response to Q49:
56.* Bank Selected: Which bank is your line of credit held
with?








BMO
CIBC
PC Financial
RBC
Scotiabank
TD
Other

[Text Response]
66.* Government Student Grants: After paying your winter 2014
tuition, how much money in grants have you received from
government student financial aid programs? Please exclude
special allotments such as Ontario Graduate Scholarships (OGS)
or Canada Graduate Scholarships (CGS (SSHRC, NSERC, CIHR)).
[Text Response]
67.* Family/Friend Financial Support: Approximately how much
financial support (i.e., gifts of money) from family, friends,
partners, parents, spouses, etc. have you received to date to help
fund your legal education? Please include the value of tuition paid
by parents or family, etc.
[Text Response]
Total Non-Repayable Support from Law School:
68.* How much non-repayable NEED-based support have
you received from your law school (i.e., bursaries)?
[Text Response]

Interest Rate on Line of Credit:
57.* The interest rate on my line of credit while I
am IN STUDY is prime plus ___%.

69.* How much non-repayable MERIT-based support have
you received from your law school (i.e., scholarships or
awards)?

[Text Responses]

[Text Response]

58.* The interest rate on my line of credit AFTER I
GRADUATE is prime plus ____%.

70. Special Government Funding: Which of the following
government programs have provided you with funding
while you were in law school? Check all that apply.

[Text Responses]
59.* Monthly Payment: What was the monthly payment
amount on your last line of credit statement, even if the
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and CIHR funding)
Other



Prefer not to disclose

75.* Credit cards:
71.* External Awards or Contributions: What is the total amount of
external funding, scholarships, or awards that you have received
towards your law degree? Include only non-government, non-law
school, and gifts of money NOT from family/friends.


















[Text Response]
Anticipated Total Debt Load: By the time I graduate, I anticipate
that my total debt owed to each of the
following sources will be:
72.* Financial institution or bank line of credit:

















$0
$1 - $10,000
$10,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000
$60,001 - $70,000
$70,001 - $80,000
$80,001 - $90,000
$90,001 - $100,000
$100,001 - $110,000
$110,001 - $120,000
$120,001 or greater
I don't know
Prefer not to disclose

76.* Other:

















73.* Government student loans (excluding grant portions):

















$0
$1 - $10,000
$10,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000
$60,001 - $70,000
$70,001 - $80,000
$80,001 - $90,000
$90,001 - $100,000
$100,001 - $110,000
$110,001 - $120,000
$120,001 or greater
I don't know
Prefer not to disclose

74.* Loans from family/friends:
















$0
$1 - $10,000
$10,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000
$60,001 - $70,000
$70,001 - $80,000
$80,001 - $90,000
$90,001 - $100,000
$100,001 - $110,000
$110,001 - $120,000
$120,001 or greater
I don't know

$0
$1 - $10,000
$10,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000
$60,001 - $70,000
$70,001 - $80,000
$80,001 - $90,000
$90,001 - $100,000
$100,001 - $110,000
$110,001 - $120,000
$120,001 or greater
I don't know
Prefer not to disclose

$0
$1 - $10,000
$10,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000
$60,001 - $70,000
$70,001 - $80,000
$80,001 - $90,000
$90,001 - $100,000
$100,001 - $110,000
$110,001 - $120,000
$120,001 or greater
I don't know
Prefer not to disclose

77.* Budgeting: Financial aid programs and annual tuition
amounts are reliable enough for me to budget effectively and
realistically.








Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree or disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
I don't keep a budget
I don't know

78.* Net Worth: Net worth is defined as total assets minus total
debts or liabilities. If your debt is great than your assets, then the
number is negative. If I had to estimate my net worth immediately
after paying my winter 2014 tuition, it would be:
[Text Response]
79.* Tuition Price for 2013/14: What was the total cost of your
tuition in 2013/14, before any grants, awards, bursaries,
scholarships, etc. were deducted? The number you enter should
be the sum of your fall 2013 tuition plus your winter
2014 tuition. Please enter 'N/A' if you paid your tuition to a nonlaw faculty for either term this year.
[Text Response]
80.* Anticipated Time to Full Debt Repayment: How long after
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graduation, in years, do you anticipate that it will take you to
repay your outstanding education debt?
[Text Response]
81.* Payments After Graduation: Are you concerned that you will
be unable to make your payments after you
graduate?





No
Yes
Prefer not to disclose
Hide if ‘3L or equivalent’ or ‘Other’ is selected in response to
Q27:
82.* Summer Plans: What do you intend to do this
summer?










Nothing
Go on exchange
Travel
I've already secured work with a legal employer
I have secured work outside of law - 16 2.69%
I am returning to a job with an employer that I worked for
before starting law school
I don't know yet or I am currently applying for work Prefer not to disclose
Other

Hide if ‘1L or equivalent’ or ‘Other’ is selected in response to
Q27:
83.* Plans After Graduation: What are your plans for after
graduation?










I have secured a summer position that will likely provide
articles
I have secured an articling position, but did not hold a
summer position with this employer
I have secured an articling position with my summer
employer
I have secured a legal position in a jurisdiction that does
not require articling
I have secured work outside of law
I am still looking for work or an articling position
I don't know yet
Prefer not to disclose
Other

84. General Comment: Is there anything else you wish to share
related to your financial profile?
[Text Response]

V. FINANCIAL IMPACTS, EXPERIENCES, AND
PERCEPTIONS
Personal Experiences and Perspectives: Indicate your level of
agreement/disagreement with the following statements.
85.* The cost of attending law school has impacted my
career outcome objectives or rationale for pursuing a law
degree.





Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
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Strongly disagree

86.* Financing law school has been a significant source of
stress for me during law school.






Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

87.* Financial limitations caused by the cost of my studies
or associated stress have curtailed my ability to fully
participate in extracurricular social or community
activities, extracurricular learning opportunities, or
networking
activities/events.






Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

88.* Financial stress related to law school costs has
negatively impacted
my mental health.






Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

89.* I pay little attention to my finances because it gives
me anxiety or causes stress.






Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

90.* On a day-to-day basis, I don't know what my bank
account or credit card balances are.






Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

91.* Financing law school has had a significant negative
impact on my academic performance at law school (i.e.,
due to either stress or needed part-time work outside of
school that takes time away from studies).






Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

92.* Overall, I feel welcome at my law school and feel like I
belong there socially and academically.





Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
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Strongly disagree

93.* Academic Standing Compared to Class: On average, I
perform in this range among my peers:








Top 10% of the class
Top 25% of the class
Mid-range (average)
Below average
Well below average
Prefer not to disclose
I don't know



Prefer not to disclose

100.* The Canadian Bar Association and Ontario Bar
Association








Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree or disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
I don't know
Prefer not to disclose

94. Academic Standing Comments: Do you wish to elaborate on
or qualify your response to the previous question?(optional)

101. Do you wish to share any comments related to the previous
question?

[Text Response]

[Text Response]

Ask only if ‘Disagree’ or ‘Strongly disagree’ is selected in
response to Q92:
95.* Belongingness (cont'd): I often feel that I don't belong
at my law school because _____.
[Text Responses]
* Perception of Stakeholder Concern: _______ is/are genuinely
concerned with the heightening financial barriers to accessing
and completing law school. They are responsive to student
concerns on tuition and financial aid matters.
96.* Administration at my law school








Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree or disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
I don't know
Prefer not to disclose

97.* Law school student government/representatives at
my law school








Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree or disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
I don't know
Prefer not to disclose

98.* The Ontario government








Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree or disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
I don't know
Prefer not to disclose

99.* The Law Society of Upper Canada







Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree or disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
I don't know

Tuition Fairness and Transparency:
102.* Overall, I feel that my law school education is fairly
priced.






Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

103.* Overall, I feel that my law school administration or
university is transparent in how law school tuition prices
are set and increased annually.






Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

104.* The cost of a legal education does not prevent my
law school classes from being sufficiently representative
of Canadian society.






Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

105. General Comments: In general, are there any further
comments you would like to provide about your experience with
financial aid for law students, being in debt, or funding your legal
education?
[Text Response]

VI. POLICY INPUT
106. General Comment: How do you feel that governments,
universities, law schools, or professional regulators can best
improve student financial aid or financial barriers facing law
students? What policy measures would you like to see enacted by
these bodies? What makes your proposal(s) reasonable?
[Text Response]
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